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goat journal : : from the editor

TELL US ABOUT YOU!
Do you have a story suggestion for 

Goat Journal? Would you like to tell us 
how you dealt with a particular problem … 
or ask for advice regarding an issue that 

didn’t go so well?  
Send your letters via email to 

goatjournal@gmail.com or the old-
fashioned way to Goat Journal, P.O. 

Box 566, Medford, WI 54451.

GALLONS OF 
LIQUID GOLD

BECKY CALLED TO ME from the kidding 
pen. “Mom!” It helps that “Mom” is easily 
pronounced with goat lips. And she meant me. 

Becky has different calls for food, curiosity, feeling 
threatened, and needing help. “Mom!” means, “I need 
something. Do it for me. Now.”

On Saturday, Becky delivered twin girls. She’s a 
fabulous mom. Half Toggenburg and half Boer, she 
produces gallons of sweet, creamy milk. But this 
Thursday morning, she needed me to take some of it. 
Now. “Mom!”

This photo shows the extra milk that my four dairy goats 
gave me. I milked them just enough to relieve pressure in 
their udders, softening the teats so the newborns would 
continue drinking. The milk still contains some colostrum, 
so it went to the pigs. Almost one gallon of surplus. Come 
weaning time, I’ll receive multiple gallons each day.

Worldwide, goat is the most widely consumed meat. In 
the U.S., though, goats mean milk. It’s the most popular 
reason for goat-keeping in most states, surpassing pets, 
fiber, pack goats, and weed-eating combined. Maybe we 
run commercial dairies; maybe we own a couple of does 
for family use. We’re dedicated to keeping our goats 
healthy and that nutritious milk flowing.

Living in Nevada, I have to be selfish by law. I can’t 
distribute raw milk for human consumption; no way, 
no how. No herd shares, no bartering, no giving away. 
Regulations are so strict that just one commercial dairy 
in the state has the license to sell raw. To give to another 
person’s animals, I have to first color it with red dye or 
activated charcoal. And though pasteurized milk carries 
fewer restrictions, it requires another strict license to sell 
it; though my rural county has multiple goat dairies, none 
have the license necessary to sell to the public. For many 
goat-owning Nevadans, these laws mean lots of red tape 
to fight. For me, they just mean I need to find ways to use 
my own milk. I drink it, make soap and cheese, separate 
the cream to make butter, pour the whey on my garden, 
or feed it to the pigs.

Since June is National Dairy Month, we dedicate this 
issue to dairy goats. The breeds, the feeding and weaning, 
anatomy, registration, ownership, and nutrition from the 
end product. Tamsin Cooper penned an excellent Breed 
Profile of the Toggenburg goat, and Karen Kopf wrote 
about genetic traits of udders — in both bucks and does. 
David Abbott, of the ADGA, explains why registering a 

dairy goat is a smart move. Rebecca Sanderson explains 
why many people who are allergic to cow milk can still 
drink goat milk. And Dr. Katie Estill DVM describes why, 
though raw milk has so many benefits, it can be a risk if 
the animals aren’t healthy.

What is your favorite way to use surplus goat milk? 
Write to us and let us know!

May your milk be sweet and plentiful,
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Parts Dept. 
Call for a FREE Catalog
       800-245-8222

Parts Dept offers hundreds of goat products you 
will find in our latest 200pg FREE 2020 catalog. 
Website:  www.PartsDeptOnline.com

MP Cooling Tanks
The MP cooling tanks  range from 15 Gallons to 285 Gallons these tanks meet the 
needs of all home, small dairy and cheese production facilities. Fast and stable 
cooling and maximum energy efficiency are benefits when using any of our MP 
models. These tanks are fully compliant with all 3A standards and regulations and 
are Grade A. Tanks up to 90 Gallon run on standard 110V electricity and require 
no special wiring, 140-285 Gallon run on 220V. 2 Year Warrantee

Stainless Pasteurizer  
2 Gallons in 1 Hour
All Stainless Steel.
Made in USA
$359.00

Teat Wipes
Bucket / 700 $29.95
Refill    / 700 $26.95  

Features 
Grade A. 
2 Year Warrantee. 
Free Tank Valve.
Calibration Chart & Dip Stick.
Temperature Recorder Ready.

220 Gallon
MP Cooling Tanks
15 Gallon $2195.00 or $91/Mo 
30 Gallon $2595.00 or $108/Mo   
60 Gallon $3595.00 or $149/Mo 
90 Gallon $4195.00 or $174/Mo 
140 Gallon $5295.00 or $200/Mo  
220 Gallon $7395.00 or $308/Mo 
285 Gallon $7995.00 or $333Mo   

Dynamint Cream
Organic Approved
17oz Bottle $13.95
2 Litre Jug $39.95

Portable Vacuum Systems
Made 100% in USA
3/4 HP Vac supply $1295 (Runs 2 buckets) 
Financing for 24 Months $45/Mo
1.5 HP Vac supply $1395 (Runs 4 buckets) 
Financing for 24 Months $54/Mo

35Lb Goat Pail $400.00
35Lb Cow Pail $400.00

Dehorners
Stone 3/4”  $99.00
Cordless  $249.95

Kid Bar 1 $34.95
Kid Bar 7 $114.95
Kid Bar 10 $149.95

Feeder $41.95
Stand   $15.95

“Pritchard” 
Flutter Valve
$2.35

ITP205 $37.95

ITP207 $39.95

Vanguard 
Claw $99.95

Vanguard
Inflation  
$14.95

Goat Clusters 
Automatic on/off
Silicone Liners & Hose
Clusters From $159.00

1 Goat Portable Vacuum System
Made 100% in USA
3/4 HP Vac supply Only $699 (Runs 1 bucket)
3/4 HP Vac supply With Bucket $999 
                                       
                                 Free shipping on this item 
                                            in 48 States 

Fight Bac 
$10.95 Single can
$8.95 Ea (case/12)

Pulsators
BRK  $79.95
L80    $105.95
LL90  $109.95

Nupulse Buckets & Claws
Complete bucket $459.95
Nupulse Claw    $169.95
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goat journal : : conversation

DO YOU HAVE A GOAT- 
RELATED QUESTION?
Wish you could ask a goat  
expert or have a chat with  
someone who also has goats?

WELL, NOW YOU CAN.

While we work with veterinarian consultants, our editors are 
not veterinarians and cannot recommend off-label medi-
cation or products for treatment, or dosage information. 

Members of our Backyard Goats site can ask via live 
chat or visit our Ask the Expert section of Backyard  
Goats to see if your question already has an answer! 

backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com/ask-the-expert

WE LOVE HEARING 
FROM YOU!

Goat Journal, P.O. Box 566,  
Medford, WI 54451 

or email goatjournal@gmail.com

Leave us a review on  
facebook.com/goatjournal/reviews

I have a kid goat with heavy breathing and 
excessive phlegm. Investigation showed a large 
goiter in the throat area. Research indicates the doe 
was lacking iodine in her diet. Does the kid require 
surgery or can this be eliminated by antibiotics? The 
location is very near the larynx and causing swelling 
under the chin. Please advise if this problem has 
been brought to your attention in the past. I would 
appreciate any advice you can provide.

Thank you.
— Carla Y.

Hi Carla,
This issue has been brought to our attention in the 

past! A professional goat breeder had a doe present 
with iodine-deficient kids due to the doe's deficient 

diet. Not all of the 
kids lived but the 
one that did survive 
benefitted from 
iodine placed on 
the umbilical cord. 
If the cord no 
longer transports 
anything (is dried 
up), you can 
place iodine on 
the bare skin of 
the tail web. 

Here is the 
story of what 
caused it for 
her and what 

she did:

backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com/health/iodine-
deficiency-in-goats/

I hope this helps!
— Marissa

Thank you for the articles regarding parasites. 
Some people, like our neighbors, totally ignore 
that problem, and the goats I got from them were 
quite full of barber pole worms. Pixie was almost 
dead and had bottle jaw. The guy had wormed 
them with something that left some pink color 
on her chin, but it didn't help much. The vet was 
very helpful and also told me not just to worm 
them but to send a fecal to make sure that they 
needed worming and, if so, for what worms.

The little ones I bought last summer had 
coccidia at first and then some other type of 
parasite. Both have been treated. That woman 
only had a dirt lot, so I think they probably 
messed around in that. Pettigoat and Fuzzy Pants 
have always been pretty good at not contracting 
worms other than a very few. I sure am glad we 
have the vet we do. He’s 78 years old and has 
been our vet for over 25 years. He was both a 
small and large animal vet, got it in his head to 
retire, and then couldn't stand it anymore and 
became one of the two large animal vets in the 
area. His daughter is training to be a vet and also 
goes to most of his calls with him.  

Anyway, thanks again for the articles. Sooner or 
later, I'll be reading all those articles on pregnant 
does and kidding. I'm hoping to find a boyfriend 
for Pettigoat this year. I want the other little ones 
to get another year older first.

— Yvette

© 2021 Manna Pro LLC. All rights reserved.
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goat journal : : reader photos

PHOTOS

WAYS TO SHARE: EMAIL PHOTOS IN JPG FORMAT TO GOATJOURNAL@GMAIL.COM       MESSAGE US ON FACEBOOK: FACEBOOK.COM/GOATJOURNAL
TAG US ON INSTAGRAM OR USE #GOATJOURNAL: INSTAGRAM.COM/GOATJOURNAL       MAIL YOUR ENTRY TO: GOAT JOURNAL, P.O. BOX 566, MEDFORD, WI 54451

Goat Journal retains the right to publish and/or reproduce any and all photos submitted. To have your photos returned, please include a self-addressed stamped envelope. 

Above: Dottie and Charlotte on baby watch.  
Both went into labor the same day. A trip to the vet 

ended with both of them having c-sections!  
Upper Right: Gracie says, “Come on, Bella,  

open the gate so I can play on the porch!”  
Lower Right: Charlotte showing off her  

pre-kidding figure. — Cheryl Martin
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WAYS TO SHARE: EMAIL PHOTOS IN JPG FORMAT TO GOATJOURNAL@GMAIL.COM       MESSAGE US ON FACEBOOK: FACEBOOK.COM/GOATJOURNAL
TAG US ON INSTAGRAM OR USE #GOATJOURNAL: INSTAGRAM.COM/GOATJOURNAL       MAIL YOUR ENTRY TO: GOAT JOURNAL, P.O. BOX 566, MEDFORD, WI 54451

Goat Journal retains the right to publish and/or reproduce any and all photos submitted. To have your photos returned, please include a self-addressed stamped envelope. 

Left: Draven with Morrison and Peanut. Right: Saeward with a very pregnant Miss Rowdy. — Angela Shaw

Left: John (nine months old) loves the barn. When mommy fed 
the bucks, Daddy and John fed the does. Is that a new teether, 

John? Right: John meets his first doe kid. — Jane Kaeser
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back from the vet : : featuring dr. katie estill dvm

IS RAW RISKY?

GOAT MILK AND GOAT DAIRY products 
are gaining popularity at a rapid rate. A 2020 
Washington Post article cites the USDA census 

indicating a 61% increase in dairy goats from 2007 to 
2017. While goat dairies exist on a large scale, locally 
sourced products with local artisans continue to be 
popular. There is no denying that people want to know 
where their food comes from and how it was made. If 
“organic” is the buzzword of farming, “raw” is that of 
dairy. Some may tout raw or unpasteurized milk for its 
health benefits, while others emphasize its improved 
qualities for products such as cheese and yogurt. 

If you are milking goats for your consumption 
or sale to others, it is important to understand milk 
consumption risks, whether raw or pasteurized. If you 
are selling or planning to see dairy products, it is also 
important to know your state's regulations. Raw milk 
sale regulations vary by state. You can check out where 
your state stands by visiting 
the Farm-to-Consumer Legal 
Defense Fund’s interactive 
map at https://www.
farmtoconsumer.org/raw-milk-
nation-interactive-map/.

Pasteurized milk is milk 
that has been heated to 
a specific temperature to 
remove certain pathogens. 
During this process, proteins 
and fats within the milk can 
also be changed, making it 
less desirable for drinking 
or cheese making. If your 
goal is to provide raw milk 
or its products, it is essential 
to know what pathogens can be found in milk, what 
they can do, and how to prevent their presence in your 
product. 

Brucella bacteria are perhaps one of the most well-
known pathogens in milk. There are three varieties of 
Brucella that can occur in ruminants. Brucella ovis causes 
infertility in sheep. Brucella abortus causes reproductive 
losses in cattle. Brucella meletensis infects sheep and 
goats primarily but can infect most domestic species. 
Thankfully, this disease is not currently found in 
the United States. However, it is endemic in Central 
America and parts of Europe. Goats infected with 
the bacteria can experience abortion, weak kids, or 
mastitis. Goats can also be persistent carriers of the 

disease, showing no clinical signs at all. Humans can 
become infected with B. meletensis by contact with 
infected animals or consuming raw meat or milk 
products. Infection in humans can cause a variety of 
signs, from fever and sweats to weight loss and muscle 
aches. It is often difficult to diagnose and treat infection 
in humans. Any human consuming infected products 
or having contact with infected animals is at risk of 
contracting an infection. 

Coxiella burnetti is the bacteria responsible for “Q 
fever” in humans. Goats infected with this bacterium 
tend to show no outward signs; however, they 
can shed large quantities of bacteria, particularly 
in birthing fluid and milk. This bacterium is very 
hardy in the environment, and the most common 
human infection is due to exposure to contaminated 
environments. The pasteurization process of heating 
milk to 72 degrees Celsius (161 degrees F) for 15 

seconds was designed to 
prevent milk consumption 
infection. Humans infected 
with Q fever can show 
signs of acute fever and 
malaise and develop 
severe chronic illness. 
Immunocompromised 
individuals are most likely 
to develop Q fever after 
exposure.

In addition to bacteria that 
can shed in milk, goats can 
also shed parasites in their 
milk. Toxoplasma gondii is 
among the most notable of 
these. Goats become infected 

with this parasite by consuming infected cat feces. The 
primary sign of infection in goats is abortion. People 
contract this infection by consuming undercooked meat 
products, but the parasite can also be shed in milk. The 
parasite can survive the cheese-making process if using 
raw milk. Infection in humans is often asymptomatic. 
However, immunocompromised or pregnant 
individuals have a greater risk of contracting a severe 
illness. In these individuals, the parasite can cause 
severe neurologic disease, birth defects, or abortion. 

A frequent food contaminant, Escherichia coli is also 
a common milk contaminant. Goats can shed E. coli 
in milk in low numbers, but E. coli can also enter milk 
via environmental contamination. It is frequently 

Some tout raw milk for 
its health benefits; others 
emphasize qualities for 
cheese and yogurt. If 

you are milking goats for 
consumption, it is important 

to understand the risks. 
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DR. KATIE ESTILL DVM is a veterinarian consultant for 
Goat Journal, Countryside & Small Stock Journal, and 
Countryside online. She works with goats and other 
large livestock at Desert Trails Veterinary Services in 
Winnemucca, Nevada.

shed in cattle feces. The bacteria are hardy enough to 
survive the cheese-making process when using raw 
milk. E. coli, depending upon the strain, can affect any 
individual, causing diarrhea and other GI signs. 

Another bacterium that can be shed in milk and 
also contaminate milk from 
the environment is Listeria 
monocytogenes. Goats with 
subclinical mastitis can 
shed listeria. It can also 
frequently be found in 
silage, soil, and healthy 
animal feces. This bacterium 
can even survive the cheese-
making process and grows 
readily in soft cheeses. 
Humans infected with 
this bacterium generally 
show signs of GI illness. 
Immunocompromised 
individuals can develop 
more severe clinical 
symptoms. 

Salmonella bacteria are also frequently found to be 
the cause of food-borne illness. This bacterium is shed 
in infected animal feces and can contaminate milk 
products, and some animals can be infected without 
showing clinical signs. Very few organisms are needed 
to cause disease in people. Similar to E. coli, Salmonella 
species cause gastrointestinal illness in people. 
Immunocompromised individuals will experience 
more severe disease. 

There is a multitude of other pathogens that can be 
found in milk and milk products. It is important to 
identify the areas of greatest risk in your dairy herd. 

If dairy products, particularly raw, are your goal, 
you need to establish animal health and milk care 
protocols. Working closely with your herd veterinarian 
can ensure that you have covered all of your bases. 

When beginning or adding goats to your dairy herd, 
it is important to test for important pathogens. Blood 
tests are readily available for Coxiella burnetti, as well 

as production-reducing infections such as caseous 
lymphadenitis. Animals within your herd can also be 
routinely tested for signs of bacteria within their milk. 
At-home tests, such as the California Mastitis Test, are 
not recommended for goats; due to cow milk’s different 

composition to goat, the 
tests are not accurate 
in identifying mastitis, 
especially potentially 
subclinical mastitis. Rather, 
it is recommended to send 
milk out to a lab for culture. 
Animals with subclinical 
mastitis can be a reservoir 
for disease in your herd. 

Developing a milk 
handling protocol 
will reduce the risk 
of environmental 
contamination of your milk. 
Dipping teats in disinfectant 
before and after milking 
will reduce bacteria coming 

from the teat itself. Cleaning or sterilizing milking 
equipment will also reduce contamination. Rapid 
cooling to refrigerated temperature can also slow 
bacterial and yeast growth. Having a written protocol 
for your milking process will ensure consistent 
handling. 

Whether you are milking your goats for yourself or 
selling commercially, it is crucial to managing your 
herd to prevent the risk of disease transmission. Even 
if raw milk isn't your goal, meticulous protocols will 
ensure both human and animal health. 

SOURCES
• https://www.farmtoconsumer.org/raw-milk-nation-interactive-map/
• https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/3727324/
• https://www.cdfa.ca.gov/ahfss/animal_health/pdfs/B_MelitensisFactSheet.pdf
• https://www.foodstandards.govt.nz/code/proposals/documents/P1007%20PPPS%20for%20raw%20milk%20
1AR%20SD2%20Goat%20milk%20Risk%20Assessment.pdf
• https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7227596/
• https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/3727324/
• https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/04/23/americas-new-pastime-milking-goats/

At-home tests, such as the 
California Mastitis Test, are 

not recommended for goats; 
due to cow milk’s different 

composition to goat, the tests 
are not accurate in identifying 
mastitis, especially potentially 

subclinical mastitis.
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healthful herd : : nutrition

The  
Healthful  

Herd By Jaclyn Krymowski

Forages That Help, Forages That Harm

BROWSERS RATHER THAN 
TRUE GRAZERS, goats are 
unique among domestic 

livestock. This characteristic — 
eating a bit here and a bit there — 
has positives and negatives. 

It makes them master brush 
clearers who are capable of finding 
lots of nutrient-dense and healthful 
forages. On the flip side, this also 
leaves them open to finding a lot of 
nasty stuff.

But the vigilant goat owner need 
not fear. A bit of awareness and 
familiarity with your region allows 
you to eliminate negative plants in 
your pastures while promoting the 
positive.

Pasture management is an 
ongoing process; what you get will 
vary according to grazing intensity, 
season, or other climate factors. 
Taking an active role, you can make 
the most of nutrients accessible to 
your herd.

The Helpers
Goat breeders have long spoken 

about the effect certain plants seem 
to have by decreasing wormloads 
in their animals. Science attributes 
this to the level of tannins in certain 
forage species.

Tannins are essentially biological 
molecules that bind certain proteins 
and other molecules together very 
tightly inside the rumen. Research 
has shown they affect many 
types of parasites in the larval 
stage by preventing hatching or 
development. Even adult worm 
populations are known to decrease 
or even disappear entirely.

Various traditional plants 
and herbs used for deworming 
purposes, such as wormwood or 
black walnut, contain tannins.

Hopefully, future research will 
allow grazers to strategically grow 
a complete pasture that promotes 
“self-deworming” in their animals 
by greatly reducing or eliminating 
the need for chemical dewormers 
while maintaining optimal health 
and nutrition. 

One plant that may help is sericea 
lespedeza (Lespedeza cuneata). This 
is a hardy legume variety that goats 
seem to love, and in some places, 
it is listed as an invasive species 
making the controlled grazing a 
bonus.

Lespedeza is not only nutrient-
rich but also full of tannins. A 2005 
research study examined lespedeza 
hay fed to 20 growing Boer 
bucklings. Researchers found that 
the kids fed the lespedeza hay had 
significantly lower fecal egg counts 

Sericea lespedeza.

than those fed bermudagrass hay. 
At the time of harvest, the kids 

fed lespedeza also had fewer adult 
worms in their digestive tracts than 
the bermudagrass ones.

Forage chicory is another variety 
that, similar to lespedeza, is shown 
to have high nutritional value and 
tannins that reduce wormload.

While, like many herbivores, 
goats seem to have a predisposition 
to select certain beneficial forages, 
there are lots of unknowns as 
to how well they know it. In an 
interesting 2019 study, researchers 
observed goats who foraged in the 
Mediterranean to see if they had 
a preference for certain Pistacia 
lentiscus shrubs that had better 
tannings for binding proteins. 

Overall, their findings didn't 
conclusively show goats had a 
preference — in fact, it showed they 
were more negative toward those 
with high capacities. 

Researchers noted this is likely 
context-dependent on many other 
factors in the plant and herd 
behavior that influence browsing 
selection. Hopefully, researchers 
will do more work to get a deeper 
understanding of what influences 
feeding behaviors.

Similarly, feeding willow fodder 
to dairy goats may promote 
immunity and resistance against 
mastitis, according to another 2019 
study from Israel. Willow has long 
been a remedy for different pains 
and ailments in people; researchers 
attributed the results to the plant’s 
anti-inflammatory and anti-stress 
effects.
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JACLYN KRYMOWSKI is a graduate of the Ohio State University with a B.S. 
in animal industries. A dairy enthusiast, she milks, raises, and shows regis-
tered Alpines and Nubians. You can find her blog at the-herdbook.com.
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The Harmful
Many forages can be toxic to 

goats — but it all depends on the 
dosage. Unfortunately, goats can be 
exceptionally prone to this as they 
can eat bitter and abrasive forages 
that other animals would avoid. 

Even tannins, while certainly 
beneficial, can be poisonous when 
consumed in high concentrations 
and/or grazed extensively. Oak 
leaves, for example, are notoriously 
very high in tannins which is why 
grazing animals near them is not 
recommended.

This is where it’s critically 
important to have familiarity with 
your particular region and the types 
of toxic plants known to grow there.

As a rule of thumb, woodland 
and wet or swampy areas tend 
to have a higher likelihood of 
harboring poisonous plants.

The list of all plants with a degree 
of toxicity to goats is extensive — 
and some specifications require 
further research. 

Fellow goat breeders in your 
region and university extension 
offices can be invaluable in 
narrowing down what you should 
look for. You may even be able to 
find someone to walk your pasture 
with you and advise what hay not 
to buy.

Here are some of the broad 
categories of toxic plants:

CYANOGENETIC PLANTS: These 
types carry prussic or hydrocyanic 
acid that can interfere with blood 
oxygen. This includes stone fruits 
like peaches, plums, and wild 
cherries, which are especially toxic 
when leaves are wilted, and death 
can be sudden.

ALKALOID-CONTAINING 
PLANTS: Alkaloids are powerful 
organic substances known for their 
physiological impacts — nicotine 
and morphine are a couple of 
famous examples. Plants in the 
hemlock family, nightshade, and 
poppies are a few examples that 
livestock might encounter.

PHOTOSENSITIZING PLANTS: 
These negatively impact animal 
skin particularly vulnerable to sun 
exposure — such as those without 

pigmentation. Buckwheat, St. John's 
Wort, and goat weed fall into this 
category.

SAPONIN-CONTAINING 
PLANTS: Saponin is a chemical 
that is similar to hormones. They 
can cause a variety of different 
issues, including bloat and irritation 
of internal membranes. Bagpod, 
coffee weed, and soapwort are 
examples.

And of course, there are many 
various plants and toxicities as well.

Developing a healthy pasture 
or forage-based diet is a bit of an 
art, one that requires patience, 
observation, and experience. It 
all begins with awareness then 
learning from the resources 
available to you. Buddy up with 
a good goat friend and educate 
yourself on the flora in your region. 
With a bit of practice, you can build 
a superior goat-friendly pasture.  

Sericea lespedeza in bloom.
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feature : : dairy goats

GOATS ARE FUN TO RAISE, 
and many people milk goats 
for their own use (for milk, 

and maybe cheese or other goat 
milk products) and some milk goats 
commercially. 

Caroline Lawson (TLC Farms, 
Franklin, Texas) got her first 
goats in 1992. “My husband and 
I bought property and needed an 
agricultural exemption, and goats 
seemed a good fit. We purchased 

Getting Started With
DAIRY GOATS

By Heather Smith Thomas

You need about 10 goats to obtain the same milk production level 
of one cow. To maintain healthy udders (using teat dip, single-use 

paper towels, etc.), your per liter/gallon of milk cost would be a 
little higher with goats because you have more goats than cows.

Caroline Lawson with some of her goats.

Nubians from a petting zoo, and 
they were the foundation of our 
herd,” she explains.

“One thing led to another, and 
today we have about 30 goats, and 
I make soap and lotions from goat 
milk.” This enterprise makes enough 
money to pay for their feed. 

“Many people who get goats 
don’t do it in a way that is 
sustainable, however. They 
eventually decide they can’t 

continue,” she says. If more of them 
could figure out ways to make it 
pay, they might stay with it longer. 

“There’s a lot of information 
available, with Facebook groups 
and local clubs. Agriculture-based 
universities often have classes. 
Our local goat club puts on a clinic 
every January covering various 
subjects, with speakers to talk to the 
group. A good way to learn about 
raising dairy goats, however, is to 
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find a mentor with many years’ 
experience,” Lawson says.

Before you get goats, check with 
your local zoning regulations to see 
if raising goats is permitted and, if 
so, how many you can legally have. 
You also need a goat-proof fence so 
they can’t get out and bother your 
neighbors. 

Do some homework before 
selecting a breed. There are 
many breeds, but only a handful 
commonly used for milking — such 
as Alpine, Saanen, Oberhasli, and 
Toggenburg goats that originated in 
the Swiss mountains. These breeds 
do well in cooler climates. Nubian 
goats do well in hot summers.

Lawson says several breeds 
work well for dairy in addition to 
specific dairy breeds. “Nigerian 
Dwarf goats can be milked, and you 
can raise them on a small acreage; 
some people keep them in their 
back yards in areas that don’t have 
restrictions on farm animals.”

Dwarf goats are generally not 
hand-milked. Their teats are too 
small for easy hand-milking. Even 
though they don’t give as much milk 
as some of the larger goats, their 
milk is high in butterfat and makes 
good cheese.

Most goat people recommend 
getting at least two goats because 
a lone goat won’t be happy. You 
might want two does (females) or a 
doe and a wether (castrated male). 
With two does, you can stagger 
the breeding to produce milk year-
round. If they both have kids at 
the same time, you’ll have some 
months with lots of milk and some 
months without any.

You need access to a buck to 
breed females, but a buck is not 
worth the hassle or expense for 
just one or two does. You might 
make arrangements with a local 
goat breeder to borrow a buck, or 
use artificial insemination (AI). The 
does usually have twins (sometimes 
triplets) so you need a plan for 
what to do with kids after weaning. 
You can keep doelings if you want 

PT Savanna Ranch
anncrouch2@gmail.com

www.ptsavannaranch.com
615-394-3944
Cedar Hill, TN

Bob & Ann 
Crouch

Our mission is to raise 
top quality, historic bloodline, 

100% full blood South African Savannas.  
DNA Parentage verified on all offspring.   

to expand your herd, or sell them, 
and butcher the castrated bucklings 
or sell them for meat.

Dr. Joan Dean Rowe (a 
veterinarian on faculty at 
University of California-Davis) first 
had dairy goats as a 4-H project 
when she was a child, learning 
about animal care and health, 
and this led to her becoming a 
veterinarian.

She says dairy goats are great for 
children, to help teach them about 
responsible care, milking twice a 
day, etc. Two goats will produce 
enough fresh milk — with each doe 
averaging three quarts a day for up 
to 10 months — to feed your family 
all year.

Goats have a short generation. “In 
the course of one and a half years, 
you can breed the does, have kids 
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born, raise them, and have them 
giving birth themselves at a year of 
age. This is ideal for 4-H and FFA 
projects, for young people to learn 
about genetic selection and see the 
fruit of their efforts as breeders,” 
says Rowe. 

Does are typically bred in the fall. 
They should be eight months old 
or at least 80 pounds (unless it’s a 
small breed) before being bred. Does 
come into heat for three days every 
18 to 21 days. If you have a buck, 
keep does separated from him until 
they come into heat. Once bred, they 
should be separated again, or their 
milk (if they are lactating does) may 
have a bad flavor.

Kidding takes place about 
150 days after breeding. If she is 
continuously milked, a doe will 
lactate for up to 10 months. She 
should be allowed to dry up for 
at least two months before having 
kids again.

Dairy goats produce so much milk 
that you can let their kids nurse and 
still have plenty for your use. After 
the kids are at least two weeks old, 
you can confine them overnight 
and milk the doe in the morning, 

and then let the kids be with mom 
through the rest of the day before 
locking them up again for the night.

Most people feed grain to the 
does while they are being milked. 
Proper nutrition is important for 
lactating females. “High-producing 
animals need a balanced ration for 
best health and production over a 
long lifespan,” says Rowe. 

A lactating doe needs good-
quality hay or pasture. She also 
needs grain that’s 16-18% protein, 
fed twice a day for a total daily 
intake of about 2½-3% of her body 
weight. A 200-pound doe needs 
about five pounds of concentrate, 
plus high-quality hay. The 
concentrate ration can be divided 
between milkings, if you are 
milking twice daily.

Many goat dairies remove the 
kids at birth and bottle-feed them, 
first with the doe’s colostrum and 
then with her milk for 10 to 14 days 
while transitioning them to milk 
replacer. Colostrum can be heat 
treated (133 degrees F for one hour) 
to avoid infecting the kids with 
caprine arthritis-encephalitis (a virus 
that can be passed from the dam to 
the newborn kid via her colostrum), 
but heating colostrum destroys the 
antibodies, and it cannot provide 
passive immunity to other diseases.

“Goat kids are often hand-reared, 
so their dams can be milked twice a 
day. Goats require a lot of care and 
attention to their welfare and social 
needs,” says Rowe.

It’s important to keep milking time 
consistent, about 12 hours apart. 
Ensure your milking equipment is 
clean (and your hands, if milking by 
hand), and chill the milk as soon as 
you’ve milked.

There are similarities between 
cow dairies and goat dairies, but 
goats are more labor-intensive. 
Cows and goats both need proper 
care to maintain a healthy udder, 
such as pre-milking hygiene and 
post-milking teat-dipping. “Milking 
machines must be properly 
maintained and monitored, and the 

animals need clean bedding areas 
to prevent mastitis,” says Rowe.

You need more goats to obtain 
the same milk production level 
(about 10 goats to one cow). “The 
main cost that’s higher with goats is 
labor. To maintain healthy udders 
(using teat dip, single-use paper 
towels, etc.), your per liter/gallon 
of milk cost would be a little higher 
with goats because you have more 
goats than cows — even though a 
cow has four teats and a goat has 
two. Some of the preparation steps 
come to a higher unit cost, per 
gallon of milk produced,” she says.

When it’s time to dry up a doe, 
do it gradually by reducing the 
concentrate portion of her diet 
over seven to 10 days and feed her 
lesser-quality grass hay or pasture. 
If she doesn’t start to dry up, 
reduce the hay and restrict water 
for a few days. The doe may be 
uncomfortable with a full udder, 
but if you feel sorry for her and 
milk her, it will take longer for her 
dry up. The pressure from a full 
udder stops her milk production, 
and the milk within her udder 
gradually resorbs.

“Many people have misconceptions 

feature : : dairy goats
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If used for brush control, that diet 
would be insufficient to support 

reproduction and milk production. 
These should not be animals that are 

kidding and raising kids.

about goats. If they are used for 
brush control, that diet would be 
insufficient to support reproduction 
and milk production. I live in a fire-
impacted area, and in California, 
many municipalities hire goat herds 
for brush control. These should not be 
animals that are kidding and raising 
kids,” she says.

The ADGA (American Dairy Goat 
Association) is a good source of 
information about goats — raising 
them, milking them, etc. Their 
website includes information for 
people who want to start dairying. 
“There are also Cooperative 
Extension resources at land grant 
universities and a Dairy Goat 
Production Handbook,” says Rowe. 

Commercial dairies, or anyone 
producing food for the public, must 
follow state and federal regulations. 
“There are some misconceptions 
among herd owners in remote areas 
or who have a few goats. They 
may not be aware that every state 
has laws governing wholesome 
food production. For food safety, 
it’s important to work with the 
local dairy inspector and dairy 
foods division to understand what 
can legally be done with your 
own dairy goats. No one wants 
a public health problem due to 
inappropriate handling of milk or 
production of cheese. Commercial 
dairies that invest in monitoring, 
licensing, etc., want to ensure a 
wholesome product for human 
consumption,” says Rowe.

Do your homework; make sure you 
comply with all relevant regulations. 

“The AGDA has directors from 
each of their eight districts, who 
can help direct local goat owners to 
appropriate resources in their area. 
This might be Cooperative Extension 
services, or veterinary practices/
services, or breeders as a source of 
stock and information. There are also 
educational events in many states,” 
she says.

“In California, the University 
of California-Davis has an annual 

goat day every January. With the 
pandemic, we be used a virtual 
format. There are also state dairy 
goat associations and universities 
that offer educational programs for 
people with dairy goats.” 

HEATHER SMITH THOMAS 
ranches with her husband near 
Salmon, Idaho, raising cattle 
and a few horses. She has a 
B.A. in English and history. She 
has raised and trained horses 
for 50 years, and has been writ-
ing freelance articles and books 
nearly that long, publishing 20 
books and more than 9,000 
articles for horse and livestock 
publications. Find Heather 
online at heathersmiththomas.
blogspot.com.
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feature : : udder traits

MANY UDDER TRAITS 
ARE HEREDITARY. 
Because of this, 

underwhelming or ugly udders 
can improve by selection over 
generations of breeding. Just as 
they improve, they can also be 
compromised. Both bucks and 
does carry genetics for udder 
development. Ideally, selection 
occurs when choosing a buck and 
doe for breeding. Neither should 
have undesirable traits. 

Perfect goats are rare. Often, we 
have a goat with many outstanding 
traits but a few weaknesses. 
Understanding the heritability of 
genetic traits can help us make 
breeding decisions to improve 
traits in their offspring. In the case 
of udders, most bucks do not have 
an udder to examine for soundness. 
To determine which traits he may 
be carrying, we need to look at 
siblings, offspring, and the dams in 
his line — both on his dam’s side 
and his sire’s side. 

Selecting by pedigree alone 
can be risky. The term “winning 
the genetic lottery” has a basis in 
truth. Except in identical twins, 
offspring do not inherit the same 
combination of genes from their 
parents. While they all inherit half 

It’s in the Genes:  

The Heritability of Udder Traits

are called phenotypes. An animal’s 
phenotype is a clue to its genotype, 
or genetic makeup, and that of 
its parents. Based on their udder 
phenotypes, you might think they 
aren’t closely related, and if they 
are, perhaps they are of different 
ages. They are twins. Somewhere 
in the lines of these does are the 
genetics for conical teats. We won’t 
know if the doe on the left inherited 
them unless we see them in her 
offspring, and even then, we will 
need to consider the possibility of 
the trait carried by the buck.

There are two types of genetic 
traits: qualitative and quantitative. 
Phenotypes that fall in specific 
categories, and are determined by 
a few genes, are qualitative traits. 
Examples of qualitative traits are 
eye color and blood type. Many 
genes influence quantitative or 
polygenic traits, as well as the 
environment. Milk production is a 
quantitative or polygenic trait.

All traits are not heritable to the 
same degree. The probability of 
inheriting certain polygenic traits 
is the topic of many studies. In 
dairy goats, producers measure 
milk production traits — quantity, 
fat content, and protein content — 
contributing data to the Dairy Herd 

By Karen Kopf

of their DNA from each parent, 
siblings can have less than half of 
the same genes and look nothing 
alike. There are 1,073,741,824 
(2^30) possible combinations of 
the 60 chromosomes contributed 
by the sire and dam. To put that in 
perspective, humans only have 46 
chromosomes, with 8,388,608 (2^23) 
possible combinations.

Examine the two does above. 
Their udders are entirely different. 
Expressed traits — what we see — 
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Improvement program (DHI). Goats 
earn associated markers that are 
added to their pedigrees to identify 
their performance. In the late 1980s, 
this was taken a step further by the 
American Dairy Goat Association 
in developing the Linear Appraisal 
program to measure and include 
structure phenotype information in 
the data. DHI and Linear Appraisal 
data are used to determine the 
Predicted Transmitting Ability 
(PTA) of a trait.

The dairy goat trait heritability 
determinations below are based on 
10,932 appraisals from the years 
1988-1994. [Wiggans, G.R. and 
Hubbard, S.M., Genetic evaluation 
of yield and type traits of dairy 
goats in the United States.  Journal 
of Dairy Science 84(E. Suppl): 
E69-E73, 2001.] 

 
Fore Udder Attachment  .25
Rear Udder Height  .25
Rear Udder Arch  .19
Medial Suspensory Ligament .33
Udder Depth   .25
Teat Placement   .36
Teat Diameter   .38

Generally, the heritability of .20 
or higher is accepted as indicating 
moderate heritability of a trait. 

A 2016 chart by Langston 
University further indicated 
that milk yield has an estimated 
heritability of .25, milk protein 
content .50, and milk fat .55.

Heritability data can play 
an important role in herd 
improvement. It can help 
producers determine if it is more 
efficient to improve traits through 
management (such as nutrition) or 
breeding selection. Selecting stock 
for breeding based on a trait with 
low heritability is likely to produce 
disappointing results. But selecting 
stock expressing traits with high 
heritability will result in rapid 
changes in a herd. 

The numbers read as percentages. 
Let’s look at the twin sisters. Teat 
diameter has a heritability of 38%. 

Management cannot improve teat 
diameter; breeders must improve it 
genetically. If we bred a buck and 
doe with this trait, there is a high 
probability that the offspring will 
also have conical teats. 

We can improve our herd in two 
ways. Culling — removing this 
doe from our breeding program 
— is recommended when other 
animals in the herd are superior. 
If this is your only doe, or she has 
other traits with high heritability 
that are desirable, culling may not 
be your best option. In that case, 
identify a buck whose lines have 
preferred teat structure to improve 
the offspring’s chances of having 
correct teats.

While it is an automatic 
disqualification in dairy goats, and 
a considered a fault in some meat 
breeds, many Boer goats express the 
trait of supernumerary teats. Unless 
fully functional, supernumerary 
teats can make nursing frustrating 
and even unproductive for kids 
and present an increased risk 
of mastitis. A Boer breed chart 
illustrates teat variations and 
categorizes them by preferred, 
acceptable, or disqualifying. Some 

Boer breeders select for standard 
teat structure: two teats, or 1x1. 
Others advocate for udders with 
multiple functional teats to increase 
productivity.

In Mississippi, Linda Owen, of 
Arrowhead Hills Farm, has a Boer 
cross doe, Ginger, with four teats 
from four functioning quarters. 
While Linda has seen multiple teats 
from the same supply, she hasn’t 
seen many with equal sizes in over 
15 years of raising Boers. For many 
commercial breeders, Ginger’s 
udder is ideal. Linda finds that if 
the teats are separated and usable, 
they are quite an advantage. There 
is no fighting over teats.  

Linda has had others in her herd 
with good extra teats but hasn’t 
tracked the genetics. She simply 
culls for “ugly udders.” While many 
believe the trait of supernumerary 
teats is very heritable, it is also very 
unpredictable. Ginger’s twin sister 
is 1x1 with another very small non/
functional or “blind” teat. Ginger’s 
buck kids are 1x1 clean and 2x2 
clean. The sire of the two does is 2x2, 
well separated, with another small, 
blind teat on one side. The dam was 
1x1. 

Boer doe Ginger, from Arrowhead Hills Farm, has four functioning quarters to her udder.
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A study done on Alpine and 
Saanen breeds concluded that 
supernumerary teats are polygenetic, 
with an estimated heritability of .40 
to .44. To make things even more 
difficult, the genetics are different 
in the two breeds (Martin, Palhiere, 
Tosser-Kopp and Rupp, 2016). The 
researchers suggested that if the 
trait were routinely recorded and 
Estimated Breeding Values created, 
it would be possible to select against 
the trait with higher success to reduce 
the trait’s expression frequency.

While selection can help us 
improve udders, there can be 
unintended consequences. Focusing 
on a single trait can result in an 
exaggerated trait, or a goat out of 
balance as a whole. It can also result 
in an unexpected expression of 
those traits. Since udder genetics are 
carried by both does and bucks, both 
can express them. As breeders began 
selecting for higher levels of milk 
production, not only did the milk 
productivity of their does increase 
— so did their bucks. In some high-
production lines, bucks develop 
udders capable of producing milk.

Selection isn’t just for show stock. 
Breeding goats with undesirable 
traits, even if “just for homestead/
commercial use” perpetuates those 
traits — and problems. In the wild, 
survival of the fittest determines 
who breeds. When we choose 
breeding pairs, we have the same 
responsibility to remove or improve 
genetics that hinder domestic goats’ 
performance. 

KAREN KOPF and her husband 
Dale own Kopf Canyon Ranch 
in Troy, Idaho. They enjoy 
"goating" together and helping 
others goat. They raise Kikos 
primarily but are experiment-
ing with crosses for their new 
favorite goating experience: 
pack goats! You can learn more 
about them at Kopf Canyon 
Ranch on Facebook or kiko-
goats.org.

feature : : udder traits

Supernumeraries presented in a Boer kid.
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photo essay : :  calico dreams

By Tanja Miller

Calico DreamsCalico Dreams

SURROUNDED BY THE 
BEAUTIFUL Black Hills of 
Northeast Wyoming lays 

the quaint valley Calico Dreams 
calls home. With an elevation 
of 4750 feet above sea level, the 
homestead's weather ranges 
between -40 degrees F in the winter 
to 110 degrees F in the summer. The 
Miller family has been ranching 
here since the 1880s and is keeping 
the original hand-hewed log house 
filled with the hustle and bustle of 
everyday ranch life.

A normal day starts with getting 
the children off to school and 
then tending to the barn chores, 
including milking the does. The 
milk will then be used in all kinds 
of ways, such as food for orphaned 
farm animals, to make cheese and 
butter for the family, or to use in 
Calico Dreams skincare products. 
Depending on the time of year, 
weather, and plans made over a 

cup of coffee that morning, the 
family usually tends to their chores 
then meets up again at lunchtime 
for a quick bite to eat and reassess 
the remainder of the day. Things 
usually don't slow down until 
supper time, when the entire 
family gathers around the kitchen 
table and talks about pretty much 
everything and anything. Calving 
and kidding season is an exemption 
to the rule. At that point, the family 
will take turns working around the 
clock to ensure all the livestock in 

their care is safe and healthy.
As family matriarch, I am 

in charge of the goats and all 
business that comes with them. 
But everyone, including the 
grandparents, will fill in if need be. 
After the fresh milk is collected, 
I decide how to put it to use. The 
pigs might get some of the six 
to eight gallons collected that 
morning, and of course, I can't 
forget the barn cat! What milk 
remains will be taken up to the 
house, where it then gets filtered 
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and chilled. Some may even be 
frozen for soap-making at a later 
date. 

During the summer months, 
my teenage daughter, Echo, and I 
will sell our goods at local farmers 
markets and vendor shows. 
Having constant interactions 
with customers keeps us in tune 
with new trends, favorites, and 
individual needs. Calico Dreams 
skincare products include all things 
goat milk, such as soap, lotion, 
skin balm, shampoo bars, lip balm, 
shower steamers, and bath bombs. 
All products are made in the old 
log house, by hand, with every 
batch wrapped and labeled by the 
family. I love to come up with new 
scents, shapes, and recipes. And the 
inventory is constantly evolving. 

All the recipes used are originals, 
old and new compilations, tried, 
tested, and approved by the family 
before released to the public. It can 
take months, sometimes even years, 
for a product to be released, and 
sometimes even countless sleepless 
nights. Being proud of the result, 
and excited to promote it, makes 
it worth it. Using my creative 
mind, challenging my knowledge, 
and trying new things keeps 

me continuously on the move, 
reinventing products and my life as 
I go.

Advertising, photoshoots, and 
design are all done in-house, which 
can be a welcome change after 
a freezing day on the range. All 
supplies must be ordered in since 
there isn't a wide variety of skincare 
supplies sold in our area, and going 
to get groceries involves a 60-mile 
round trip. This means that recipes 
have to be carefully planned, and 
packaging must be thought through 
and measured twice to ensure 
a steady supply of products for 
customers. 

Calico Dreams is growing steadily 
and has shipped orders all over the 
continental U.S. The new website, 
which I designed and maintain, 
helps with internet sales and does 
an exceptional job showcasing 
inventory. Being able to spend my 
days on the homestead to tend to 
my family and animals is a priority. 
This desire ultimately reinforced 
my decision against a brick-and-
mortar store or even renting space, 
requiring regular maintenance and 
updating, resulting in time away 
from what she truly loves. 

Being self-employed can be very 

During the summer 
months, my teenage 
daughter, Echo, and 
I sell goods at local 

farmers markets and 
vendor shows.
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stressful, especially in agriculture where so much of its 
success depends on the weather. Lots of responsibilities 
and nobody but you to blame if it doesn't work out. But 
working from home and being more independent also 
allows us to be with our family, make time for school 
and sports events, and be involved in our community. 
Not missing out on cattle work, harvest, and all the 
little miracles at home make not having to work in 
town sure worthwhile. 

Calico Dreams
mycalicodreams.com

facebook.com/CalicoDreamsWY

photo essay : :  calico dreams
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feature : : goat registery

By David Abbott, ADGA

WHY  
REGISTER A 
DAIRY GOAT

REGISTERING A DAIRY GOAT involves time 
and expense. You may be one of the very few for 
whom money is no object. For the rest of us, we 

need to know why spending $6 to $59 to register each 
animal is worth it. Here are a few reasons this relatively 
small investment will pay off.

SEVEN REASONS TO REGISTER

1. Official Identification and Records
A Certificate of Registration is like a birth certificate or 

vehicle title. All documentation from birth to end of life is 
tied to a goat’s Certificate of Registration and associated 
registration identification number. The registration 
certificate is the official document identifying who owns 
the goat, date of birth, the sire and dam, the breeder, the 
breed, a color description, the unique identifying tattoos, 
and where the tattoos are located.

Instead of calling goat lineage a family tree, that 
diagram of ancestry is a “pedigree.” Registration is the 
start or continuation of a pedigree that a registry stores. 
Additional information, such as milk production 
records, trait evaluation scores, and awards, will also 
be part of that pedigree.

A Certificate of Registration serves as a reference 
point for recording progeny and performance records. 
It can also be useful to prove ownership, particularly in 
the unfortunate situation where an animal is stolen.

2. Disease Tracking and Travel Requirements
Your goats will likely need identification that 

complies with federal and state regulations. It makes 
sense to get all the additional benefits of registration or 
recordation at the same time identification and tracking 
requirements are met.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture Animal and 
Plant Health Inspection Service (USDA APHIS) 
has required approved identification for goat 
transportation between states since 2002. That 
requirement is mandatory for all breeding goats and 
goats sold as pets to track disease that may enter the 
food chain. Many states have identical or additional 
requirements for transportation within the state or for 
transferring ownership. 

The recording of the animal’s primary identification 
in the form of tattoos and any secondary microchip 
Electronic Identification (EID) through registration 
meets the National Animal Identification Program 
requirements. This avoids using the USDA APHIS 
Veterinary Service Scrapie ear tags that may tear out 
and detract from a goat’s appearance.

3. Statement of Conformation
The Registration Certificate is a statement that an 

animal conforms to a specific breed. To register a dairy 
goat, the goat must meet the breed standards for its 
breed. 

While a Grade animal requires that an animal 
appears to conform to a certain breed, registration goes 
a step further and requires that ancestors must have 
conformed for at least three successive generations. 

Conforming for successive generations reduces the 
likelihood of having goat kids that do not conform and 
increases the likelihood of kids having their parents' 
disposition and production traits.

4. Breed Improvement
A first-time goat owner may not give much 

consideration to improving a breed, but it is worth 
contemplation. Intentional, selective breeding is 
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not just about being more productive but about the 
animal's overall wellbeing. Desirable traits are selected 
for longevity and lower susceptibility to injury while 
being dairy efficient.

Participating in a full-featured registry that offers the 
maintenance of performance records, a trait evaluation 
program, sire summaries, and genetic evaluations 
means you have more tools available when making 
breeding decisions.

5. Increased Value
Many who have researched dairy goats before 

buying are looking for goats that are documented to 
conform to a set of expectations. Registration is the 
foundation of that credible documentation.

The more impressive data associated with an 
individual goat, the higher demand. You only need to 
attend an auction for premium documented goats to 
realize just how profitable registration, performance 
records, and trait evaluation scores can be.

6. Qualified to Show
While you may not initially be interested in shows, 

registration makes an animal eligible to participate in 
registry sanctioned shows. 

It is one thing to have an opinion that your goats 
are amazing. Public scrutiny by other exhibitors and 
a thorough evaluation by a trained livestock judge 
provide independent credibility. Registries also record 
results from their sanctioned shows and assign titles to 
goats with a specific number of qualified placements. 
Rosettes and ribbons serve as visual validation of the 
quality of your animals to customers and investors.

Winning tangible awards is not a requirement for 
having a valuable show experience. Shows also serve 
as a social, educational, and business network. Many 
dairy goat owners develop life-long friendships and 
business partnerships through the connections they 
make at dairy goat shows.

7. Registration and Relationships
Whether through shows, club meetings, or 

educational events, registries provide dairy goat 
community structure. At these events, you interact 
with people who speak your language, understand 
your challenges, and celebrate your achievements. 

People you meet through registry-related groups 
are who you turn to during emergencies, whether 
evacuating from a natural disaster or providing 
timely management advice. Many view their registry 
community as their family.

When you initially considered registration as 

something to do for your goat, you may now be 
discovering registration is just as much about you and 
your dairy goat community as it is about your animals.

Valuable Alternatives to Registration
Even if your dairy goat does not meet the registration 

requirements, dairy goat breeds other than miniatures 
that conform to breed standards may be recorded 
based on appearance. The same application process 
used for registration is also used for recordation with 
an accompanying “Native on Appearance” statement.

A current registry guidebook is necessary for all of 
the rules related to recording a Grade and breeding 
up a Recorded Grade animal to a registered herdbook. 
Recording your conforming goats as Grades and 
breeding up may be your first step toward eventually 
owning an entirely registered herd.

Goats of any breed qualify for a Certificate of 
Identification, and obtaining one has advantages 
over no identification at all, specifically for meeting 
transportation requirements.  

DAVID ABBOTT is the Communications Specialist 
for the American Dairy Goat Association. ADGA.org.

Photos by David Abbott, ADGA
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YES, YOU READ THAT 
RIGHT! Bucks can have 
udders — and some even 

produce milk!
While it may seem unsettling — 

even freakish — it isn’t new or even 
rare. Anecdotal stories go back for 
decades. The condition is called 
gynecomastia, and it happens 
in many mammals. Not much 
research has been done on goats, 
and the information is limited — 
unless you talk to goat owners, 
particularly high-production dairy 
breeders.

Bucks With Bags!
Milking Bucks, or 

Brothers With Udders

Many react to their first glimpse 
of a buck udder with alarm, 
as Suzanne Devine’s husband 
did, seeing their Nubian buck, 
Goggles, standing up against the 
gate at Freedom Hollow Farm in 
Tennessee. “He is such a freak; 
look at his teats! What is wrong 
with him?” Suzanne had no 
idea, so she called their vet, who 
was also puzzled. Interestingly, 
while the condition appears 
in herds worldwide, a search 
for gynecomastia in the Merck 
Veterinary Manual returns no 

results. Suzanne reached out to 
her breeder, who confirmed that 
she had seen it many times. It was 
strange, yes, but nothing serious. 

Annabelle Pattison of Veteran’s 
Ranch in Arizona began raising 
goats 12 years ago. One of her 
original bucks developed an 
unusually large teat, but she wasn’t 
surprised. While many aspects of 
goat raising were new to her, this 
wasn’t. She had seen it before in a 
friend’s herd. It is widely believed 
that bucks with udders come from 
the milkiest lines. And there is a 
genetic component. Her friend 
owned Galaxy Noel’s Comet, 
whose dam has been a five-time 
ADGA Top Ten doe. Comet’s 
daughters — full sisters from the 
same litter — were three times in 
the Top Ten. Comet is still in the 
top five individual bucks on the 
USDA Elite Sire list, and he has 
been gone for four years! Annabelle 
has several bucks with large teats 
in her Nubian herd and one with 
a “ginormous udder:” Crow’s 
Dairy Little Richard, son of Comet. 
Few bucks are kept to the age of 
three or older in the dairy world to 
know the exact genetic prevalence 

feature : : buck bags

By Karen Kopf

Crow's Dairy Little Richard.
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of the trait, but Annabelle knows 
of at least three sons with udders. 
Breeders can confirm with 
pedigrees that it runs in lines.

You may hear that, if a buck has a 
pendulous or split scrotum, it spells 
disaster for his female offspring’s 
udder. Looking at Little Richard, 
we can see that the scrotum and 
scrotal attachments’ anatomy is 
entirely different from that of 
the udder since he has both. To 
determine the heritability of udder 
traits, look at the buck’s udder, and 
if he doesn't have a fully developed 
udder, look at the dams in his line. 

Do the bucks produce milk? 
Yes! Some do. Cobie Woods 

of Milk House Goats, Kamloops, 
BC, Canada, can testify. They 
had isolated a buck, Haldibrook 
Kroosader, and had some recently 
weaned bucklings that were 
separated from their dams. The 
bucklings were trying to steal from 
other dams when they happened 
upon her buck and found an udder! 
The buck stood, the kids nursed, 
and their little tails were wagging 
and lips smacking — signs of 
satisfaction. She was curious if it was 
actually milk, so she squeezed his 
teats and both secreted milk easily, 
no different from a doe. “I smelled 
it, and it seemed just like milk; 
white, thin, no smell, no chunks 
or stringiness. I was never brave 

enough to taste it.” She has also seen 
a genetic component as his maternal 
sire, and a son, both produced milk. 

Most owners do not milk their 
bucks as milking encourages 
production. It is rumored that 
Thrill, a LaMancha buck from 
Lucky Star Farms in Washington, 
was put on test, completing all 305 
days and producing 3,261 lbs. I 
wanted it to be true! A quick fact-
check with the owners dispelled the 
rumor. He did produce milk but 
was never put on test.

What brings a buck into milk?
Just as others report, Kroosader’s 

teats began to swell the summer he 
was two years old. They subsided a 
bit but then got more prominent in 
his third summer and remained full. 
They follow a cycle, getting larger 
and tighter in the spring/summer 
months on pasture. Many breeders 
notice their buck’s udder getting 
fuller in rut, but oddly enough, it 
doesn’t interfere with breeding.

Can bucks develop mastitis?
They can. Any udder can develop 

an infection, and milking udders 
run the highest risk. Dawn Kirby 
and her family own Lucky Run 
Farm in Maine. Their milking 
buck, Fox’s Pride NASC Corona, 
has not had problems, but she 
considers the possibility and checks 
him regularly. Bucks that develop 
bags do not seem to dry up as 
thoroughly as does do, and some 

Goggles.

Haldibrook Kroosader.
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STUDIES RELATED TO 
GYNECOMASTIA IN GOATS:
(1) Lambacher, Bianca & 
Melcher, Y. & Podstatzky, 
Leopold & Wittek, Thomas. 
(2013). Gynaecomastia in a billy 
goat — A case report. Wiener 
tierärztliche Monatsschrift. 100. 
321-325.
(2) Panchadevi S.M., Pandit 
R.V. Milking males — two 
case studies. Indian Vet J. 
1979;56:590-592.
(3) Rieck G.W., et al. 
Gynakomastie bei einem 
Ziegenbock. II. Zytogeneticsche 
Befunde: XO/XY. Mosaik 
mit variablen Deletionen des 
Y-Chromosoms. Zuchthyg. 
1975;10:159-168.
• Wooldridge A., et al. 
Gynecomastic and mammary 
gland adenocarcinoma in 
a Nubian buck. Can Vet J. 
1999;40:663-665.

not at all, so their owners remain 
vigilant. Bucks can, and have, died 
of undetected mastitis infections.

Are bucks with bags fertile?
Many are; some are not. There 

is concern that the warm udder 
against the testicles would raise the 
temperature and result in sterility. 
Dawn assures us that her buck is 
very fertile. He has settled every doe 
he’s bred on the first cycle. None of 
the breeders interviewed reported 
any issues. These bucks have all 
lived up to the reputation of bucks 
with bags: producing exceptionally 
milky offspring — male and female! 
If you are considering purchasing 
a milking buck as a herd sire, 
breeding soundness examinations 
are recommended.

What does science say?
Gynecomastia is defined as the 

enlargement of male breast tissue. It 

can be benign, such as that reported 
with strong milking lines, or 
symptomatic of larger syndromes, 
such as hormonal and endocrine 
imbalances. Some males have no 
libido and show areas of calcification 
in the testes (1). In other studies, 
the bucks had evidence of sex 
chromosome abnormalities resulting 
in infertility (2,3).

Nubians are not the only breed 
that develops gynecomastia. There 
are documented cases in Saanens, 
Alpines, and LaManchas, though it 
could be found in any dairy breed. 
While no formal genetic studies are 
available in goats, many believe it 
is a direct result of genetic selection 
for high production. It does follow 
lines. Eliminating the trait in bucks 
would have the same result in does, 
as the evidence demonstrates that it 
does not follow gender. 

As long as we continue to select 
for these traits, bucks with udders 
will become less of an oddity. 
Selection has consequences. 
Welcome to the new normal. 
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"I have been using the Ultimate Ez 
Electric Milker with the bottles 

milking from 45 down to 20 does 
daily without experiencing any 

problems or negative effects for 
seven years.  We recently added 

the Stainless Steel 2.6 gallon 
Bucket so we can milk six at a Bucket so we can milk six at a 

time. We highly recommend this 
piece of milking equipment, and 
best of all it's made in the U.S.A. 
It's fast, safe, easy to clean with 
outstanding Customer Service" 

Shery Goodman, Sunspring 
Ranch, Provo, Utah.
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By Kate Johnson

Bottle or Udder 
or Both?

BEFORE SPRING KIDS ARRIVE, think about this: 
Will you bottle-raise them, dam-raise them, or do 
a little of both? Advice and opinions on kid care, 

just like human baby care, are vast and varied. There 
is no absolute right or wrong, and you don’t have to 
(or might not be able to) always do it the same way in 
every situation. Each option has pros and cons, and 
sometimes Mother Nature has other ideas. Consider 
these things when deciding how to provide the very 
best kid care in your barn.

  BOTTLE-RAISING KIDS
>> Pros
• Friendliness: Bottle-raised kids initially bond quicker 
with human caretakers, making them easier to catch and 
work with.
• Udder Health: Kids often pick a favorite side of 
the udder leading to uneven udder development, so 
milking the does yourself will alleviate this concern.
• Knowledge of Production and Feeding Quantity: 
You can weigh the mother’s milk and measure the 
desired amount into bottles.
• CAE Prevention: Since CAE primarily passes through 
the mother’s milk, many goat owners pasteurize milk or 
feed replacer to the kids.
• Easier to Wean: It’s much easier to take a bottle 
from a baby at weaning time than to separate bonded 
mothers and babies. 
• More Milk for You: If you bottle-raise your kids, you 
can feed milk replacer or a combination of replacer and 
mother’s milk which means more milk for you.

>> Cons
• More Work: Kids who are bottle-fed from the start 
will not learn how to nurse. This means you are 
entirely committed to daily baby goat care and twice-
daily milking for at least two to three months.
• More Equipment: You’ll need milk buckets, containers 
to hold the milk, bottles or feeding buckets, nipples, and 
possibly even a milking machine. All this equipment can 
get expensive and also needs daily cleaning. 
• Less Natural: For some goat owners, the joy of 
seeing mothers and babies bonding during the nursing 
months feels more natural.
• Over-friendly Kids: Many people bottle-raise kids 
primarily to make them friendlier. My own experience 
is that sometimes these kids are friendly to a fault, 
jumping on me and tripping me every time I try to 
come through a gate. 

  DAM-RAISING KIDS
>> Pros
• Less Work: When the does are doing the bulk of the 
baby goat care, you won’t have to milk the doe or feed 
the kid. 
• Less Equipment: You also won’t need all that 
equipment.
• More Natural: It might feel more natural for some goat 
owners to allow the bonding between dam and kids. 
• Earlier Eating of Solids: Dam-raised kids tend to 
imitate mom and begin nibbling on hay and grain 
earlier than bottle-raised kids.
• Increased Milk Production: Since demand directly 
impacts supply, dams that have kids constantly 
nursing throughout the day (and night) will generally 
produce more milk than does only milked twice a day.
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>> Cons
• Don’t Know Production or Consumption Quantities: 
It can be hard to determine just how much your dam is 
producing or how much your kids are eating if you’re not 
the one doing the milking and feeding. How do you tell if 
a baby goat is nursing? Check its belly several times a day 
— it should feel like there’s a water balloon inside.
• Udder Health: Kids may nurse unevenly or does 
may produce more than the baby is eating. You may 
need to milk out some of one or both sides a bit, 
especially at the beginning.
• Wilder Kids: Kids who are dam-raised interact with 
their human caretakers less so they will be a bit wilder 
and harder to handle.
• Harder to Wean: Some dams will wean their kids, 
but often it will be necessary to completely separate 
dams and kids when you decide to wean them. 
• Less Milk for You Early On: If all of your doe’s milk 
is going to feed her kids, you might not get any of that 
yummy milk for yourself for two to three months.

  A HYBRID APPROACH
Some goat owners, myself included, opt for a hybrid 
approach to baby goat care. I often allow my babies to 
nurse for the first few weeks and then gradually begin 
to separate them and introduce a bottle at least once a 
day before putting them back together.

>> Pros
• Makes Some Things Easier: No milking or bottle-
feeding or cleaning of equipment for the first few weeks. 
And later on, you’ll have a choice of whether to milk 
and feed babies yourself or let mom take care of them on 
days when you get too busy or want to get away.
• Easier to Milk First Fresheners After First Few 
Weeks: Once the initial hormone surge of early 
motherhood dies down and that first freshener gets used 
to the feel of an udder full of milk and teats being pulled 
on, it might be easier to work with her on the milk stand.

• Feels More Natural: Keeping mothers and babies 
together right after birth might just feel more natural to 
you.
• Stimulates Better Production: Constant nursing can 
increase milk production.
• Friendly, but not Over-Friendly Kids: Kids who 
are bottle-fed some of the time will be interested in 
you and may be easier to catch, but they won’t be so 
bonded to you that they make it impossible for you to 
work around them.

>> Cons
• Must Monitor Early Production and Consumption 
Closely: You’ll need to be sure dams are producing 
and babies are eating in the early days and weeks that 
you are allowing dams to nurse their kids.
• Kids Wilder at First: When you’re ready to start 
introducing your babies to the bottle, it may be hard to 
catch them, especially if you wait more than a few weeks.
• Sometimes Hard to Get Kids on a Bottle Later: You may 
have to get them good and hungry and be fairly forceful 
the first few times you attempt to teach them to take a 
bottle. Now and then, you’ll have a kid who won’t do it!

How you approach baby goat care, especially when it 
comes to feeding, may be a function of how much time 
you have and what your personal philosophy and goals 
are. There are no absolutes and, as you can see, pros and 
cons for all the options. You may have to experiment a 
bit to figure out what works best for you. 

KATE JOHNSON raises Nubian dairy goats in 
Longmont, Colorado, at www.briargatefarm.
com. She is an active leader in the local 4-H 
Goat Program and a Superintendent for her 
county’s fair. She also runs a cheesemaking 
school at www.theartofcheese.com
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By Cappy Tosetti

GOATS IN KUWAIT
One Women's Adventure

WAS IT FATE OR SERENDIPITY, on a Sunday 
drive, when a chance meeting presented 
itself to an American woman in a foreign 

country? From Reno, Nevada, Katherine Doehring still 
can’t believe what unfolded that day in 2013 when she 
and her husband ventured into the Kuwait desert for a 
leisurely afternoon picnic.

“We had recently moved to Mangaf, a suburb of 
Kuwait City on the Persian Gulf,” she explains, “where 
Mark, a geotechnical engineer, was starting a two-year 
assignment with an oil refinery. We were thrilled about 
learning more about Kuwait and its people.”

A magazine article in a local publication caught 
Katherine’s attention with colorful photos of a large 
farm located on the country’s southern border. She 
was surprised to see green fields amid an arid desert, 
wondering how this beautiful oasis existed.

“Let’s go for a drive and look at the farm,” she suggested 
after unpacking and settling into their new apartment. 
“It seems to go on forever with acres of vegetables, 
greenhouses, fruit trees, dairy cows and goats, and a cafe.”

Seventy miles later, they stood in awe at the entrance 
of Yasmin Farms, a fertile landscape lined with stately 
palm trees in every direction. While they snapped 
some photos, a man in a golf cart approached the 
couple. He was dressed in western attire — khaki 

       goat ownership : : adventure

Top Left: Typical lunch on the ground with Katherine's management 
team. Left to right: Helal from Egypt, Katherine's righthand man who 
could do literally everything on the farm; Katherine; Sameer from 
Kuwait, Jamil's trusted engineer and Katherine's critical contact, 
educated in Scotland; Dr. Magdy, best veterinarian in the country of 
Kuwait; Sami from Yemen, prized goat and sheep herder.
Top Right: Left to right Mohamad from Egypt, the electrician's helper; 
Katherine; Dr. Amed, veterinarian from Egypt; Sameer from Kuwait, 
electrician. 
Above: Outside the milking parlor: goats to one side, cows to the other.

trousers, a work shirt, and a hat. At first, Katherine 
and Mark thought they might be in trouble, but the 
gentleman’s smile and friendly hello put them to ease, 
welcoming them to follow him onto the property.

Soon, they were in deep conversation, talking about 
vegetables and cheese production. He had introduced 
himself as Jamil Sultan al Essa, farm owner and local 
businessman. It wasn’t until later, after returning 
home, that Katherine did some research on their new 
friend. 
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Jamil was a multi-millionaire who started and 
operated the country’s first privately owned grocery 
and hardware store chain, the Sultan Center. He also 
built Souk Sharq, a beautiful waterfront shopping 
mall in Kuwait City. He was a successful real estate 
developer who owned Agility Public Warehousing 
Company, a global logistics facility headquartered 
in Kuwait, providing freight forwarding and 
transportation warehousing and businesses, 
governments, and international institutions worldwide. 

One would never guess Jamil’s wealth and success 
by observing him at the farm. He seemed humble and 
unassuming, talking more about growing strawberries 
and sharing his excitement about bringing home 
cheesemaking ideas from Switzerland. He was in 
the process of expanding his dairy’s many products 
produced from the farm’s 350 cows and 300 goats.

Genuinely interested in learning about the couple, 
Jamil was especially curious about Katherine's farming 
background in the United States. She had a degree 
in agricultural business that included economics, 
production, technology, marketing, management, and 
animal husbandry.  

Katherine remembers what occurred next. “Jamil 
quite nonchalantly offered me a job as his farm 

Jamil Sultan al Essa.

manager. Mark and I sat there, stunned. Here we 
were, foreigners in the country for only two years, and 
I was a woman! What would his staff of 23 men say 
about that? I explained that I didn’t have any farming 
experience, especially when it comes to goats. I knew 

Synergy Animal Products, Inc. 
1681 Schubert Rd., Bethel, PA 19507

www.synergyanimalproducts.com
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about horses and cows, but nothing that could possibly 
meet his expectations. That didn’t seem to deter Jamil’s 
offer, explaining he operates by instinct, believing 
I was what his operation needed. The farm was a 
success, but there was always room for improvement.”

They shook hands as Jamil bid them goodbye, 
simply asking Katherine to think about it. The idea was 
preposterous in every way, but something nudged at 
her heart. Why not say yes?

On the Job
Jamil followed up by calling a meeting to introduce 

Katherine to the entire staff. She was worried that all 
the adulation and attention might offend the men, 
especially when told that she was the boss and her 
word was absolute.  

Anticipating a mutiny, Katherine braced for the 
worse, but she was pleasantly surprised in discovering 
a warm and cordial welcome. The staff seemed 
genuinely happy that she was onboard, addressing her 
as "Madam Katherine" and showing her around the 
farm with great pride in their achievements.

Once on the job, 
some of Katherine’s 
responsibilities were 
hiring new personnel, 
redesigning the 
milking parlor, and 
adding more shaded 
areas for the animals. 
She was instrumental 
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in changing their feed — researching quality resources for 
purchasing hay internationally, eventually deciding on a 
South Africa producer. She was also involved in locating 
and working with a new veterinarian knowledgeable in 
dairy animals, in addition to purchasing medications, 
equipment, and supplies, while coordinating soil testing 
and assisting growers with crop rotation and seed buying.

The experience was both challenging and 
exhilarating, especially with the language barrier 
of not knowing Arabic. Thankfully, one of the 
staff volunteered to translate and help everyone 
communicate efficiently.

“It was definitely a learning curve for me,” says 
Katherine. “I will always be grateful for the kindness of 
the staff, especially Sami, our goat herder from Yemen. 
He had a sixth sense about animals and was more 
than willing to share his knowledge with me. I learned 
volumes about their physical attributes, health issues, 
and how valuable they are to mankind.”

The herd was a mix of Damascus (Shami) and Swiss 
goats, which produced a high milk yield for the dairy. 
Together with the Holstein cows, the goats played an 
important part in the company’s success, providing a 
wide range of products for Jamil's grocery stores: milk, 
butter, yogurt, ice cream, and various cheeses. Another 
item is laban (leben), a favorite drink in Kuwait and 
other Middle Eastern countries. It’s similar to kefir, a 
cultured probiotic beverage similar in taste and texture 
to drinkable yogurt.  

Like all good things that come to an end, Katherine 
felt a pang of sadness saying goodbye to the staff and 
animals at Yasmin Farms when it was time to return to 
the United States. “I'll always remember this experience 
fondly, especially after hearing the devastating news 
that Jamil died of cancer in 2017. He was a true visionary 
— a mentor to many and a friend I’ll always remember 
with great gratitude.”

Damascus goats 
at the dairy.

Government checks.
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His legacy lives on as Katherine 
pursues new adventures at home at 
Rocket Farms, her property in Reno, 
Nevada. She and her son, Dominic, 
have a successful CSA (Community 
Supported Agriculture) program, 
providing weekly subscriptions of 
vegetables, greens, and fresh eggs. 
Jamil would be proud!  

CAPPY TOSETTI lives in 
Asheville, North Carolina 
with her three rescue dogs 
that help her with Happy 
with Cappy Pet Sitting. She’s 
putting things in motion 
to someday crisscross the 
country in a vintage travel 
trailer visiting draft horse and 
goat farms. cappyt@att.net

Left: Sultan Center 
Mall, the least fancy 
of Jamil's Persian Gulf 
waterfront malls and 
marinas. 

Below: Rocket Farms, 
in Reno.
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GOAT WALKERGOAT WALKER
By Daisy Pieraldi

GOAT HERDERS ARE 
A PARADOX of sorts. 
Though they engage in 

the pastoral task of leading their 
goats to forage, yet as herders, 
they are not themselves herded 
into the conventional practice of 
confinement as a means of animal 
husbandry.

“Anyone who has the care 
of goats soon grows to 
realize that the relationship 
between the goatherd and 
his flock is a great deal more 
personal, more intimate, and 
more delicate than is usual 
in the farmyard.” — David 
MacKenzie, Goat Husbandry

Herding is essentially goat 
walking and involves implementing 
key training principles that 
enable production and dairy 
herds, packers, and pet owners 
to take their goats out of full-time 
confinement. Reaping the benefits 
of the earth enables goats to 
perform as assistive land stewards, 
where the caprines’ true abilities 

show. This is pastoral husbandry. 
The superior form of herd and 
land management producing the 
symbiotic results of regeneration to 
both animal and land.

Goat herding, when mentioned, 
tends to bring on an idea of long, 
arduous days on trails far, far 
away from home. Although that 
is the form of classical pastoral 
husbandry, and yes, many modern 
herders tend their herds on trails 
and brush clearing jobs that may 
be far from home. However, this 
perception has caused many to 
forego the possibility of ever 
walking their goats. Presuming 
they will have to spend their 
entire day doing nothing else but 
walking goats. Another common 
misconception is that, to engage 
in pastoral goat herding, one must 
have a goat grazing business, 
hundreds of goats, or related goat 
packing excursions geared for 
hunting.

However, one can practice 
pastoral husbandry on a smaller 
scale, such as a smaller time frame 
and even tiny herds of just two 
goats. I use a flexible system that 
involves herding my goats into 
large wooded areas every other day 
for an hour or two of foraging. The 

rest of the time, they essentially 
walk themselves out of the paddock 
and onto the field. Returning later, 
when I call for them, when they 
are ready to be bedded in for the 
night. My herd has been trained 
to do both. Thus, we maximize the 
benefit of both grazing and herding 
practices. Providing me flexibility 
of time. Additionally, the goats 
still get plenty of time for their self-
guided pursuits into Goatlandia.

The exodus out of the cities and 
onto land has not slowed, and the 
interest in goats has escalated. 
Along with this boom in goat-
keeping comes the rediscovery of 
goat herding. A practice that never 
really ceased in foreign countries 
and numerous cultures.

However, in the U.S., goat 
herding waned and practically 
disappeared. Until recently, having 
garnered the eye of thousands 
desiring to raise goats in nature and 
with nature.

According to the Herding 
Academy, herders are becoming 
the most sought-after experts in 
husbandry, for land and herd 
management. Someone has 
taken notice of the importance 
of the role of herding animals in 
nature. Almost all national parks 
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and wildlife reserves worldwide 
already suffer from the same 
symptoms of degradation due to 
current conventional agri- and 
conservationist paradigms. South 
Africa is ahead of the world in 
changing that.

Regardless of the lifestyle or 
environment, I am addressing the 
common denominator, which is 
the goat's inherent make-up. Their 
design and instinctive quality that 
every goat has is to be on land, 
among the trees and the woods. 
The most vivacious specimens are 
those nurtured with the wholesome 
ability to express the innate goat 
yet still be a productive member of 
your family or herd. Whether urban 
or provincial, their resilient nature 
is well adapted to assisting their 
goat herders, i.e., their companion 
human(s), in nature and with nature.

“Far from a nostalgic 
glimpse into a romanticized 
lifestyle, pastoral husbandry 
is the sophisticated art and 
tangible skills set that has an 
application in modern North 
American range/livestock 
management. The traditional 
herding of the animals 
is more fitting to many 
landscapes than even the 
most progressive rotational 
grazing and moveable 
fencing systems employed 
today. Fences can't do what 
a knowledgeable herder 
can to optimize grazing ... in 
ways that stimulate appetite. 
We should rekindle our 
relationships with livestock 
and landscape rather 
than relying on fences as 
livestock-sitters.”  — Fred 
Provenza, The Art and 
Science of Shepherding

Train Up a Goat in the Way 
It Should Go

Goat walking, goat herding, 
pastoralism, and pastoral 
husbandry are all terms naming a 
process. Achieved with consistent 
training. Goats are unique 
creatures; unlike cattle, they are 
not driven. Walking alongside or 
among one's hoofed companions 
is where the relationship 
between goat herder and his goat 
establishes. Developed into one of 
trust and not threat.

Kids born and raised into a goat 
family, where herding is an essential 
part of daily life, quickly learn the 
ropes on the field and trail. They 
make excellent teachers for their 
offspring and valuable herd members 
to any goat keeper wanting to start 
a herd with goats already hardened 
and trained for the field.

Goat Health Care, 2nd Ed. 
Whether you are just starting out or have 

had goats for years, you will find this 
popular and practical guide indispensable 

for keeping your goats healthy.
262 pages, paperback

$21.95

Goat Midwifery
This handy, first-line resource will help 

goatkeepers prevent problems and provide 
the tools necessary for identifying and 

dealing with problems when they do arise.
80 pages, spiralbound

$15.00

Essential Goat Care Books from karmadillo Press

Goathealthcare.com
22705 Hwy 36, Cheshire OR 97419

Check out our Kindle books at Amazon.com
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DAISY PIERALDI is an accomplished photographer, 
website and business branding designer. When not 
designing, her days are spent herding the family dairy goats 
through woodlands and prairies of the Midwest, where 
she lives. Her latest pursuit is engaged in the research and 
restoration of pastoral goat husbandry, via blogging, online 
coaching, the website goatyourland.com, and the growing 
international goating herding community at Goat Your Land 
Facebook group.

But I must clarify that goats are 
not like dogs, horses, sheep, cows, 
or family cats. Though they share 
some behavioral and cognitive 
similarities with some of these other 
species, there are clear differences 
one must keep in mind when 
working with goats. Some of their 
traits we will discuss here.

If you've never herded goats, 
please note the process of goat 
walking does not come in a few 
quick steps. Though goats are 
highly intelligent, capable of 
learning a routine in as little as 
two days, practical knowledge is 
essential to introducing goats to the 
field and trail.

When I train, I break down the 
process into four branches, which 
each would easily take up an entire 
article.

• Herd Dynamics
• Disposition
• Training
• Destination

The key in all of these factors 
is the herder. Herding is a team 
effort. Whether one is present or 
not, a herd's ability to go out into 
the field or trail and return involves 

I assure you, stressed goats in the 
field or on trails are not a pleasant 
experience. Furthermore, passing 
on the bad vibe to any of the kids 
growing up.

We can best describe our work 
as goat herders as connecting 
our goats with positive action, 
channeling their energy into 
what they do best — to assist as 
stewards of the land. Goats are 
communal creatures. Your attitude 
has a tremendous impact on the 
outcome of their responses to your 
calls and leads. The bond with the 
herder under these circumstances is 
profound.

Goat walking is an immersion in 
the pursuit of nourishment. Your 
connection to the soil and with the 
whole of nature. Not meant to be 
a five-minute engagement. Like a 
walk to the closest tree, for a few 
nibbles on a weed or two, then back 
to the barn. Wink wink.

What I discovered about goat 
herding is what I term as “goat 
herder bonding.” Stemming from 
changes to my life, directly related 
to time spent with my herd. A deep 
sense of belonging, when we living 
beings, mutually thrive with our 
goats and the land. If I were to sum 
up how pastoral husbandry has 
impacted my being, that would 
be learning how to “dwell.” A 
discovery my herd had a leading 
role in. All along, they were 
herding me.  

a leader’s role at some point in 
the process. That leader is either a 
herder like you or me or the lead 
matriarch or sire in the herd or a 
livestock guardian dog.

Your attitude most definitely 
impacts interaction with your 
goats. If you are rushed, upset, 
anxious, brutish, loud, sick etc., or 
have any overall bad disposition, 
this is all negative energy sensed 
by the goats, and it will severely 
cripple communication and 
cause stress. One may find it 
manageable to work with goats 
under these stressful conditions 
when in the barn or paddock. But 
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SOUTH AFRICAN SAVANNA GOATS
A SAVANNA BREEDER IS WITHIN EASY REACH

DOUBLE B GOAT FARM
Robby & Donna Blankenship  |  Alton, MO  |  

417-778-6224  |  savannagoats1485@yahoo.com

PT SAVANNA RANCH
Bob & Ann Crouch  |  Cedar Hill, TN 

615-394-3944  |    anncrouch2@gmail.com

BUTTE RIDGE RANCH
Troy & Susan Young  |  Live Oak, CA 

530.682.5462  | butte.ridge@yahoo.com  

TEXAS SAVANNAS
Larry Rutledge  |   Kempner, TX 

 940-733-6018  |  Ldeanr@yahoo.com

EAST OF EKIN FARM
Rex & Charlene Dunning |  Atlanta, IN   

317-752-6226  |  rdunning@zigwireless.com

SAND ROAD SAVANNAS
Christine Baize  |  Owensville, IN  

812-385-2874  | clbaize@yahoo.com

WEEKLEY FARMS 
Jonathan Weekley  |  Trenton, IL

618-402-0535  |  jonnyweekley94@gmail.com

KIDD GOAT CO.
Landon & Shelby Kidd  |  Plainview, TX

806-778-8947  |  kiddgoatco@gmail.com

PRUITT FARMS
Austin & Lacy Pruitt  |  Sentinel, OK

580-649-3136  |  lacypruitt220@gmail.com

SUPERIOR SAVANNAS
Brooks Klein  |  Sterling, ND

701-400-4335  |  superiorfeeds@hotmail.com
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By Jenny Rose Ryan
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GOATS AREN'T JUST 
COUNTRY creatures 
anymore. As interest in 

homesteading continues to expand, 
a growing number of Americans 
are bringing Pygmy goats into 
their urban and suburban plots to 
live out their farming and animal-

Miniature Goats in the CityMiniature Goats in the City
for urban goat ownership are as 
varied as the lots where city goats 
live.

Think you have what it takes?  
If you have a decent-sized city 
lot, a bit of know-how about local 
zoning and space requirements, 
an awareness of goats and other 
livestock, and how to tend to their 
needs, then all you need is a bit of 
gumption (and, yes, some cash) to 
get your own goat herd going.

BEFORE YOU START:

Small Breeds are Best Unless You 
Have the Space

Miniature goat breeds are usually 
best for urban spaces because 
they require a smaller-sized 
enclosure. According to Barbara 
Jamison, director of Puget Sound 
Goat Rescue, goats need at least 
an eighth of an acre (about 5,400 
square feet — a decently sized 
city lot), though you can get away 
with less if you create different 
levels and have things they can 
climb and jump on. If you are 
in an unincorporated area along 
the outskirts, you may be able to 
have larger goats but also need to 
consider how happy they will be in 
a small space — or be ready to take 
frequent goat walks.

Know the Zoning
In-city building and land use 

codes will often only allow small-
breed goats, with annual licenses 
required. This is true in Seattle, 
where they must also be dehorned 
and male goats neutered. Check 
into your local codes before you get 
started, and make sure you have all 
licensing figured out and ready to 
go.

Photos from Puget Sound Goat Rescue, by volunteer Mia Horberg. 

keeping dreams. Offering joy 
and fun to families and kids, plus 
options for industrious, inventive 
types, so-called city goats bring a 
touch of rural life to the daily grind.

Why? For fiber, milk and cheese, 
habitat restoration, and even for 
community building. The reasons 
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For Jenny and James in Burien, 
Washington, wanting goats led 
them to realize there were very few 
restrictions on their own suburban 
land. “It’s still a bit like the Wild 
West here, and that's part of why 
we love it," says Jenny.

Understand the Commitment 
Goats aren’t happy alone, so 

always be sure you get at least a 
pair — females or neutered males. 
They require daily interaction and 
engagement to become as adorable 
as what we see on YouTube. They 
are a livestock animal, not a dog, so 
they can’t be allowed inside your 
house no matter how cute they are. 
They will chew on whatever they 
want and destroy everything.

Look for Bottle-fed Goats
Bottle-raised goats have been 

socialized around humans and 
already want to please their 
keepers. When you are on your goat 
search, look for the ones who run 
up to you and look to engage with 
humans — this is a sign that they 
have been bottle-fed and raised 
to be the kind of goat who wants 
to hang out with people. (Puget 
Sound Goat Rescue currently has 
more than 110 bottle-raised goats 
of all shapes and sizes available for 
adoption.)

Ready Your Neighbors
While codes may allow goats, it 

doesn't hurt to do a little outreach 
to neighbors beforehand to make 
sure everyone is ready for the 
noises and smells — and to let them 
know about that great goat milk or 
cheese or yard waste cleanup you're 
hoping you'll be able to give them. 
Let them know your plans and 
why you're doing it to help build 
support and make connections.

Prepare Their Habitat
Goats will eat anything they can, 

so a sturdy fence that keeps them 
inside their enclosure is a given. 
Jenny experienced this when her 

duo of goat sisters, Apache and 
Space Invader, nosed their way out 
and had to be picked up down the 
street. Be sure they can't reach any 
plant or young tree you'd like to 
survive since they'll eat everything 
— including poisonous ones. 
Rhododendrons and azaleas are 
notorious goat poisoners.

The fence needs to be a good 
quality livestock fence, not chicken 
wire. Make sure it’s dog-proof, too. 
According to Jamison, more goats 
are killed by dogs getting through 
fences than anything else.

And they need a shelter — a small 
barn or shed that is big enough 
for them to stand up in. Jamison is 
quick to point out that a “dog house 
won’t do.” All goats need a space big 
enough to seek shelter from all kinds 
of weather. If it’s rainy, they need to 
be able to stay dry to stay warm.

ONCE THEY’RE HOME:

Treat Them Well
While our ruminant friends are 

tough-gutted, they are sensitive 
creatures when it comes to the 
comfort of their environment. If 
your urban area has a tradition 
for fireworks, for example, you 
may consider taking a little trip 
out of town with the kids. Jenny 
and James take their goats to her 
family's property around New 
Year's Eve and the Fourth of July. 
"We say we're dropping the kids 
off at Grandma's," says Jenny. Her 
Nigerian dwarf goats are small 
enough to fit in large-sized dog 
crates for transportation.

Stay on Top of Vet Care
Regular care from a vet 

specializing in livestock is a 
requirement so that you can stay 
on top of vaccinations and ongoing 
health maintenance. Be aware that 
sometimes urban vets charge a 
premium for these types of services 
and may not even offer them at all; 
you may need to bring your goats 
to a more rural area for care.

Maintain a Hay Diet
Bad goat behavior comes from 

bad human decisions like feeding 
them grain and treats, according to 
Jamison. “Goats do not need grain, 
and when they are fed it, they get 
‘grain brain,’” she emphasizes. 
“Because they want grain and other 
treats, they will start these things we 
think of as bratty behavior.” These 
behaviors can be prevented by very 
rarely, if ever, feeding these kinds 
of foods, and especially avoiding 
feeding these things on a schedule 
your goats come to expect.  

JENNY ROSE RYAN 
is a writer, editor, and 
communications consultant 
in the Pacific Northwest 
who tends an urban 
menagerie that includes 
hens, dogs, guinea pigs, 
and whatever she says yes 
to next. Originally from rural 
northwestern Wisconsin, 
she seeks to honor the 
hardworking farm workers 
and tillers of the land by 
bringing her city soil back to 
life and helping to empower 
others in their own attempts.
Instagram: @chaosgardens 
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THE BUCKS GOAT CENTRE 
IN Buckinghamshire, 
England, is a small farm, 

open to the public, with a focus on 
education and conservation. It's 
run by Ruth Gaisford and Anthony 
Hearn, who have a real passion for 
the animals in their care. 

THE BUCKS GOAT CENTRE
Goats and Chickens Living Together in Harmony

This is no ordinary farm. The 
animals are not bred for milk or 
meat. They live a life of fuss and 
adoration, admired by the visiting 
public, appearing on television, and 
arriving at events to bring a quirky 
element to even the most formal of 
proceedings.

“We took goats to a wedding,” 
said Ruth, “Lilly and Poppy are 
Pygmy goats who come out to 
events. When a couple got engaged 
on a goat farm in France, they 
wanted goats at their wedding. 
So, we went along, with the goats 
on leads, and between ceremonies 
people were walking round with 
the goats and having photos taken 
with goats standing beside the 
wedding party.

“We only started taking the 
animals out to events last year, 
so it's quite a new thing for us. 
During formal proceedings, we 
keep the goats in a pen away 
from any plants, flowers, or cake! 
At weddings, sometimes people 
put a camera on the back of the 
goat to get a goats eye view of the 
wedding.” 

The Bucks Goat Centre has 
many more animals than its name 
suggests. There are llamas, alpacas, 
a small horse, pigs, chickens, 
ferrets, rabbits, guinea pigs, ducks, 
and geese. 

By Susie Kearley
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The Chickens
The chickens are a mix of free-

range and a group who live in 
a large, spacious enclosure. We 
met Nugget on arrival. Nugget 
is the friendliest chicken of them 
all and just loves people. As a 
chick, Nugget was rejected by 
her mother on a cold day, so was 
hand-reared at the farm. “We 
thought she was a hen until she 
started crowing a few weeks 
ago!” said Anthony. “We made 
her a little perch and she sits 
there surveying her environment. 
Nugget is so friendly that she 
has become a local celebrity. The 
visitors love her.” They obviously 
haven't switched to calling her 
“him,” yet.

"She now sits on the goats’ 
backs and they share living space," 
continued Anthony. “Even when 
the goats were giving birth, we had 
a chicken eating the afterbirth — 
sharing is caring!” Yum.

The breeds of chicken at the 
centre are Frizzles, Rhode Island 
Reds, and Silkie Bantams. “We also 
have a Jersey giant cockerel,” said 
Anthony. 

“The eggs are a perk for the 
staff,” said Ruth. “We get dark 
eggs, goose eggs, all sorts.” 

 
Taking the Animals into the 
Community

“We visit retirement homes 
and the MS center with rabbits 
and ferrets,” says Ruth, “because 
they're friendly and the experience 
of handling them is therapeutic for 
the people there. We visit school 
fetes too, often with goats. We don't 
take the hens away from the farm, 
but Nugget, our Silkie hen, would 
probably be up for it, because she 
loves a lot of fuss and enjoys being 
around people. 

“We get 30,000 people visiting 
the farm every year and have Fun 
Days with ferret racing and other 
activities, but our current ferrets 
aren't very keen on the whole 
racing scene!”

The goats have appeared on 
television and in films. “One of 
our goats appeared on The Great 
American Baking Show, alongside 
Baby Spice and an American 

footballer called Spice. The goat 
was dressed up with reindeer 
antlers, in a scene where the 
footballer had bought the wrong 
animal at Christmas. We took 

Anthony and Nuggett.
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the goat to Pinewood studios 
in England for the filming. The 
crew expected us to arrive with 
an animal trailer, so they were 
surprised to see the goats sitting 
comfortably, strapped into the 
back of our Jeep. We call it The 
Goatmobile.”

Goats from the farm have also 
appeared in a television show 
on BBC2 called MotherFatherSon 
starring Richard Gere, and 
appeared in a Hollywood movie 
starring A-list celebrities. “It's all 
top secret and we had to sign a 
confidentiality agreement,” said 
Ruth, “so we can't reveal the title of 
the movie.

“People visit us from all over the 

world,” she continued. “One lady 
had just arrived in the UK from 
America and the Bucks Goat Centre 
was the first place she stopped. A 
South African lady who's studying 
at Oxford University came along 
after her boyfriend bought her 
a half-day goat experience. A 
man who's been diagnosed with 
terminal cancer wanted to spend 
time with alpacas in a quiet area of 
the farm, so we arranged that for 
him.” 

 
A Walk Round the Farm

Ruth and Anthony took me on a 
tour of the farm to see the different 
animals and breeds. They have a 
Boer goat, goats with floppy ears 

called Anglo-Nubians, Angora 
goats, and three Pygmys. There's 
also a white nanny Cashmere, 
who was rescued from a pub 
garden where she was tethered. 
She's sitting on a raised platform 
enjoying the sunshine. 

“A group from Bucks New 
University came to help build a 
goat ramp made out of discarded 
pallets,” explains Ruth. Then we 
pass a moulting goat. “Jackdaws 
come down and take the moulting 
fur off the goats for their nests,” 
Ruth says. 

We saw Arnold, a Pygmy goat 
who likes bashing things. He's 
bashing the fence with his horns 
as we approach. “We gave him a 

Goats and chickens living together in harmony.

       goat ownership : : goats and chickens
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punch bag, which he uses a lot,” 
explains Ruth. Fortunately, he 
seems to prefer inanimate objects, 
and is not butting his companion in 
the goat pen!

We went inside to see the new 
baby goats, who are running 
around, full of life. Anthony picked 
one up and it's clear they're already 
well socialised and used to being 
handled. “We handle them from 
birth, so they get used to it, and 
they enjoy all the attention,” he 
explained. 

Anthony then showed us the 
education room. We saw Donald 
Trump the guinea pig, with his 
shaggy blond locks, and said hello 
to a pedigreed Boer goat. A hen 
roamed free in the barn, interacting 
with the Angora goats, and a 
collection of pigs and rabbits. 

We met Maxine the llama, who 
had to have her ear removed 
because it was cancerous. “It's 
healing, so we're keeping her 
inside. We need to ensure the 
wound isn't scorched by the sun, so 
we plan to make her a little bonnet, 
then she can go outside again,” 
Anthony explained.

The animals are there for people's 
enjoyment, but they seem to enjoy 
the interaction too, so it's a win-win 
situation for animals and humans 
alike!  

 
www.thebucksgoatcentre.website
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goat ownership : : allergies

By Rebecca Sanderson

IN THE DEBATE BETWEEN 
GOAT MILK vs. cow milk, there 
is often the question of whether 

a milk protein allergy to one equals 
an allergy to both. In short; yes and 
no. However, for those without a 
true allergy but having sensitivity to 
cow milk, whether concerning the 
amount of lactose or other digestive 
issues, they can often partake of goat 
milk without the unpleasant side 
effects that they get with cow milk.

In regard to the question of 
whether or not someone who is 
allergic to cow milk can safely drink 
goat milk, the answer is sometimes. 
A milk allergy is an immune reaction 
to the proteins found in milk. The 
job of your immune system is to find 
and attack foreign invaders in the 
body, usually bacteria or viruses. 
When a person develops an allergy, 
their immune system mistakenly 
identifies a specific food protein 
as a foreign invader. The immune 
system develops antibodies called 
immunoglobulin E that attack the 
food proteins as well as cause a 
chemical reaction in the cells of 
the body. This chemical reaction 

Goat Milk for  
Cow Milk  
Protein  

Allergies

causes symptoms such as hives, 
itching, trouble breathing, or even 
anaphylaxis (“What Causes Food 
Allergies”).¹ Cow milk contains 
whey protein and casein protein. 
While both proteins may be involved 
in the allergy, typically casein is the 
more involved of the two. Between 
cow milk and goat milk, there 
are two different casein proteins. 
Cow milk contains the alpha-s-1 
casein. Goat milk sometimes has the 
alpha-s-1 casein in small amounts 
but predominately contains the 
alpha-s-2 casein instead (“Why 
Goat Milk Benefits Matter,” by 
George F.W. Haenleins, originally 
published in the July/August 2017 
issue of Dairy Goat Journal).² From 
this information, one would deduce 
that goat milk would in fact be safe 
for those with a cow milk protein 
allergy. However, allergy experts 
typically disagree. According to 
Allergic Living magazine, the proteins 
between cow and goat milk are 
too similar in structure, causing 
the body to confuse them up to 
90% of the time. This confusion 
of the proteins would cause the 

same immune response as to the 
true allergen, making goat milk an 
unsafe substitute in the case of a cow 
milk protein allergy. (Sharma, 2012)³

Milk protein allergies are one of 
the most common for baby allergies. 
It is estimated that between 8-20% 
of babies have an allergy to cow 
milk proteins. Most of these babies 
will outgrow this allergy in the first 
couple years of life, but it can be 
a great inconvenience while they 
have it. This allergy changes what 
formula a parent can give and 
dramatically changes the typical diet 
of a breastfeeding mother. Because 
the food proteins pass through 
breastmilk to the baby, allergenic 
food that a mother eats can cause 
an allergic reaction for her child 
without that child ever coming 
into direct contact with said food. 
As a mother who has very recently 
gone through this exact experience, 
I can attest to how sensitive an 
allergic baby can be to the tiniest bit 
of cow milk or cow milk product 
in the mother’s diet. I remember 
eating three of my older daughter’s 
goldfish crackers then staying up all 
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night with my screaming baby as 
her little body reacted to the milk. 
The dairy product I missed the very 
most was cheese, so I quickly started 
trying various types of goat cheese. 
In trying many different varieties 
and brands, I only found one brand 
of chèvre cheese that seemed to 
produce an allergic reaction in my 
child, which was slightly subdued 
from the typical reaction to cow 
milk, but all other brands seemed 
completely allergen-free. I even 
made a homemade nonalcoholic 
eggnog recipe from goat milk at 
Christmastime. In my personal 
experience, goat milk did not 
trigger my child’s allergy response. 
Switching to goat milk products 
was a mild adjustment as I found 
the flavor much more robust than to 
what I was accustomed. However, 
adjusting my tastes was worth the 
effort so that my baby could not 
be in pain. I am very grateful that 
goat milk was a suitable alternative, 
especially because I did not care for 
the texture (or price) of vegan cheese 
alternatives.

Much more common than a 
cow milk protein allergy is a 
simple sensitivity to cow milk. In 
this case, the reaction is limited 
to the digestive tract rather than 
an immune response. This can 
result in bloating, excess gas, 
diarrhea, constipation, and nausea. 
Many people suffer from lactose 
intolerance, also known as lactase 
deficiency. Lactose is the type of 
sugar found in milk, giving it that 
slightly sweet taste. For many 
people, their body stops producing 
the enzyme lactase, which breaks 

down lactose in milk, after infancy. 
While lactose intolerance is the 
most common intolerance to cow 
milk, affecting roughly 25% of 
Americans and up to 75% of the 
world’s population, some people 
have trouble digesting cow milk 
regardless of the lactose. This 
could be related to the size of 
fat globules in the milk. Goat 
milk has smaller fat globules 
and less lactose, making it easier 
for the body to break down in 
digestion. Goat milk is naturally 
homogenized, as the smaller fat 
globules remain suspended in the 
milk rather than rising to the top 
as does the cream in cow milk. In 
regard to the fat content of goat 
milk, it has a higher proportion 
of short and medium chain fatty 
acids than cow milk without 
having much difference in the 
total fat content. These short 
and medium chain fatty acids 
are easier for the body to break 
down and digest resulting in less 
digestive discomfort as well as 
better nutrient absorption (“Why 
Goat Milk Benefits Matter”). The 
primary reason why short and 
medium chain fatty acids are easier 
for the body to break down is that 
the intestine is able to directly 
absorb them into the bloodstream 
unlike long chain fatty acids which 
require pancreatic enzymes and 
bile salts to break down before 
they can be absorbed. This helps 
lighten the load on the pancreas 
which is always a good thing.

Whether or not goat milk is safe 
for the cow milk protein allergy 
sufferer is still debatable. Some 
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experts say that it is likely safe while 
others claim that it is more likely 
not. From the evidence, clinical 
and anecdotal, it would seem that 
it is at least worth a try. At least in 
regard to a digestive sensitivity, we 
can say that goat milk is a veritable 
substitute that is much easier on the 
digestive process.  
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By Kate Johnson 

goat milk & cheese : : blue cheeses

MOST PEOPLE DON’T THINK OF BLUE and goat being in the same cheese sentence. Cow milk blues are 
indeed far more common. But I find something extra special about pairing the complexity of goat milk’s 
flavor with the richness of a good blue mold. The two blue cheeses here are among my favorites. 

The first recipe is so straightforward, but it is also different from many other blue cheeses. Most of the time, 
we think of blue “veins” inside that wedge of blue cheese. These occur from piercing the cheese to allow oxygen 
into the center, which the blue mold needs to grow. But with this blue log, which I call “Blue Caprine,” the blue is 
limited to the outside of the log, making a very dramatic contrast with the creamy white interior. This is basically 
a cross between blue cheese and chèvre.

GOAT BLUE CHEESES!

BLUE CAPRINE
1. HEAT: Heat one gallon of pasteurized goat milk to 72 
degrees F.

2. CULTURE & RIPEN: Sprinkle ⅛ tsp Mesophilic culture 
on the surface of the milk. Then add just a pinch of 
Penicillium roqueforti. Let sit for a minute or two to 
rehydrate and then stir in. Cover and let “ripen” for 
two hours.

3. COAGULATE: Dilute two drops of liquid rennet in ¼ 
cup non-chlorinated water and then stir gently into 
ripened milk. Cover pot and let sit at room temp for 
12-20 hours (longer = stronger flavor).

4. SCOOP: Gently ladle the curds into fine butter muslin. 
Tie opposite corners of the cloth together to form a bag 
and hang to drip for about 12-20 hours (longer = drier 
texture).
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5. SALT: Remove the cheese from the cheesecloth and 
place in a bowl. Sprinkle up to ¼ tsp of non-iodized salt 
on it and work the salt into the cheese with a fork.

6. SHAPE: Form the curd into several logs using clean 
hands. I usually do four or five smaller logs but you 
can make one or two larger logs if you prefer.

7. AGE: Place these logs in an aging container and 
age with the lid on the container in a 50-55 degree F 
aging space. (Tip: A container with an inverted lid 
and a sanitized plastic needlepoint sheet works well. 
For aging, a dorm-sized refrigerator set to its warmer 
temperature setting will do the trick!) Rotate the 
wheels every few days so that all sides get plenty of air. 
Age for two to four weeks. The logs will start getting 
blue on the outside within the first week or so, will be 
bright blue by the end of the second week, and then 
will start to turn grayer and blacker.

8. WRAP: Once the blue starts to fade, wrap the log in 
foil and age for another week or two. Taste it along the 
way to see how the flavor is developing and eat when 
it is just the way you like it!

The second cheese is also a crossover recipe.  It 
combines a Camembert-style “bloomy rind” cheese 
with a blue gorgonzola type of cheese and is commonly 
known as Cambozola. Of course, if you buy Cambozola 
in a cheese shop, it’s most likely going to have been 
made from cow milk. So, I call this goat milk version 
“Caprizola!” This cheese will have a white bloomy 
rind and a white interior, with some blue spots inside 
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goat milk & cheese : : blue cheeses

from the addition of blue mold powder added directly 
to the curds in the center of the cheese. You will need 
to pierce it to help those blue spores grow, making it 
more like many other blue cheeses you have probably 
had. But rather than actual veins, this blue will have 
flecks due to the creaminess of the interior.

17. FILL FORM(S)#2: Fill the forms with the rest of the 
curds. 

18. DRAIN: Allow the curds to drain until firm enough to 
flip (one to two hours).

19. FLIP: Flip the cheese in its form (or if in a basket, 
take it out, flip it and return it to the basket). Allow to 
continue draining eight to 10 hours or overnight.

20. SALT: Remove the cheese from the forms and 
sprinkle all sides with ½ tsp salt for smaller wheels or 
up to 1 tsp for larger wheels.

21. AGE: Place these wheels in an aging container and 
age with the lid on the container in a 50-55 degree F 
aging space. Flip the wheels every day, removing any 
excess whey.

22. PIERCE: After about four days, pierce the top and 
sides of each wheel with a sanitized skewer or knitting 
needle. Return to container and continue flipping 
daily until completely covered in a white, bloomy rind 
(approximately 10-12 days).

23. WRAP: Once completely covered in a bloomy rind, 
wrap with two-ply mold-ripened cheese wrap and 
continue aging two to four weeks longer.

Now, when it comes to storing blue cheeses, the most 
common wrap is foil. One reason for this is that the foil 
blocks the ultraviolet light that can have an adverse 
effect on blue cheeses’ flavor. The foil also keeps 
oxygen out of your cheese so that the blue doesn’t take 
over. You can achieve this limited oxygen exposure 
with plastic wrap, too, but the plastic won’t keep the 
ultraviolet light at bay so foil is the preferred wrap for 
blues. For the Caprizola, since the exterior is more like 
a Camembert, I like to wrap it in two-ply cheese paper 
explicitly made for mold-ripened cheeses.

I hope you’ll try these two recipes as you find 
yourself with an excess of delicious goat milk this 
season!  

BLUE CAPRIZOLA
9. HEAT: Heat one gallon of pasteurized goat milk plus 
one cup of heavy cream (goat or cow) to 70 degrees F.

10. CULTURE & RIPEN: Sprinkle ⅛ tsp Mesophilic culture 
on the surface of the milk. Then add 1/16 tsp Penicillium 
candidum. Stir cultures into the milk while continuing 
to heat to 86 degrees F. Cover and let “ripen” for 15 
minutes.

11. COAGULATE: Dilute ⅛ tsp of liquid rennet in ¼ cup 
non-chlorinated water and then stir gently into ripened 
milk. Cover pot and let sit at room temp for one hour.

12. CUT: Cut curd into ½-inch cubes. Let rest for five 
minutes.

13. STIR: Gently stir curds for 10 minutes.

14. SCOOP: Scoop curds into cloth-lined colander and let 
drain 10 minutes.

15. FILL FORM(S) #1: Fill one or more cheese molds or 
baskets with half of the curds. Let stand 15 minutes.

16. ADD BLUE MOLD SPORES: Sprinkle 1/16 tsp of 
Penicillium roqueforti on top of curds.

Blue “veins” occur from  
piercing the cheese to allow 

oxygen into the center, which 
the blue mold needs to grow. 

But with “Blue Caprine,” the blue 
is outside, a dramatic contrast 
with the creamy white interior.
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secret life of goats : : goats in wheelchairs

ByBy  Rebecca SandersonRebecca Sanderson

Patrick  Patrick  
and  and  

FriendsFriends
Goats in Goats in 

Wheelchairs Wheelchairs 
at Ruby at Ruby 

Slipper Goat Slipper Goat 
RescueRescue

Patrick in his half-wheelchair. 
Photos by Lisa Thompson.
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LISA AT RUBY SLIPPER GOAT RESCUE loves 
helping goats. While she has rescued goats from 
multiple circumstances and rehabilitated illness 

and injury, she has become quite adept at helping 
goats who need a wheelchair, whether temporarily or 
permanently. Patrick is only the latest goat sporting 
wheels at Ruby Slipper Goat Rescue.

Patrick was stepped on by a pig when he was only a 
few days old. When his first family realized that they 
could no longer give the kind of care that Patrick needed, 
they reached out to a well-known goat rescue: Goats of 
Anarchy. While Goats of Anarchy is based in New Jersey, 
they have a large network of other rescues. Patrick came 
from Missouri, and Ruby Slipper Rescue in Kansas was 
much closer. With Lisa’s transportation contacts, she was 
able to get Patrick safely to her rescue operation.

Patrick came completely paralyzed in his 
hindquarters but still full of life. When Lisa strapped 
him onto a half-wheelchair just for his back legs, he 
immediately took off running. Patrick came to Lisa in 
October and had been there for three months at the 

time of our interview.  Because he needed constant 
care, Patrick has stayed in the house wearing a diaper 
and a baby onesie to help keep the diaper in place. 
Even though he got to play outside on nice days, 
he remained in the house until spring, when he 
transitioned to the barn with the other goats. Even 
though he did very well at this point, being in the 
house prevented him from growing the thicker winter 
coat necessary for being in the barn overnight.

Lisa has been rescuing goats for over four years. 
She first obtained goats six years ago when some local 
goats needed a good home. It did not take long for her 
to see the very real need for someone to help goats 
that need more care. Lisa’s empathy urged her to help, 
and her nursing background gave her many of the 
much-needed skills for helping these goats. She works 
closely with veterinarians but keeps many supplies 
on hand. Often, she must begin treatment on a goat 
while awaiting a veterinarian's arrival, and she must be 
prepared. In 2016 Ruby Slipper Goat Rescue officially 
became a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization.

Maddie (left) with Mona.Dorothy had bilateral luxating patellas and congenital issues in her 
front legs. She passed away in December.
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The first baby goat that Lisa rehabilitated was 
Donnie, who had joint ill. She has also given a home to 
Harold, who was found wandering the streets, possibly 
escaped from either a sale barn or slaughterhouse. He 
came with an eye injury but no other issues. There 
have been multiple goats with neurological issues, but 
unfortunately, they rarely live for long. Lisa's mission 
is to help them have the most comfortable, enjoyable, 
and love-filled life possible in the short time that they 
have. Occasionally Lisa must redirect a goat to another 
rescue in her network when she is either too full or is 
not best able to help a particular goat.

Mona came to Ruby Slipper Rescue in exceptionally 
bad condition. She had been neglected and possibly 
abused. At three months of age, she weighed about 
seven pounds from being so malnourished. She had 
been weaned from milk too early and had not received 
enough nutrition for her horns to even erupt. She had 
a crushed pelvis, broken back legs, and other broken 
bones. Joint ill had swollen her knees to the size of 
tennis balls. It is a miracle that Mona survived at all, 
and even more so that with lots of medication and 
rehabilitation, she has made a complete recovery. 
After spending months using a wheelchair (the one 
that Patrick has inherited), she gained the strength to 
walk and run on her own. She now shares her pen with 
Maddie, who is paralyzed in her hindquarters and uses 
a wheelchair.

One of the tough parts of operating a goat rescue is 
knowing when to let a goat go. Lisa sometimes has to 
ask the hard question of, “Am I helping or hurting at 
this point? Are they suffering needlessly?” One goat 
stands out in Lisa’s mind. Pearl was extremely sick and 
suffered seizures continuously. Lisa chose to put Pearl 
to sleep because Pearl was mostly suffering, and it was 
not going to get better. In a rescue operation, not all 
endings are happy ones, but Lisa does her best to make 
the goats’ lives as happy and comfortable as they can 
be.

Lisa wants you to know that if you have a goat that 
you cannot care for in the way they need, there are 
rescues and people out there who can and will care for 

Visit Ruby Slipper Goat Rescue’s Instagram  
@rubyslippergoatrescue or Facebook to see Patrick, 

Mona, and their friends living their best lives.

your goat. The rescue world has many connections to 
find a good home. Lisa’s goats not only live a good life, 
but they bring happiness and inspiration to others. Lisa 
receives messages daily about her goats inspiring or 
helping someone. Their passion for life and continuing 
is very uplifting.  

Maddie (top) was injured by a donkey.

secret life of goats : : goats in wheelchairs
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By Tamsin Cooper

BREED: Toggenburg is one of six major dairy goat 
breeds in the U.S.

ORIGIN: In the Toggenburg region of St. Gallen, 
Switzerland, in the valley of the jagged Churfirsten 
mountains, the local goats had shaggy dark coats, often 
with white patches. In the 19th century, interest in 
defining regional breeds led to selection for color and 
markings. Local goats are thought to have been crossed 
with the neighboring white Appenzell and bay/black 
Chamois-colored goats. By 1890, the Toggenburg breed 
was recognized, and a herdbook opened. Breeders 
further selected color, markings, conformation, and 
polled traits during the 20th century to produce the 
distinctive appearance we know today.
Alpine farmers keep small herds to graze with their 
cows for pasture maintenance, as they eat many 
plants ignored by cattle. Goats also spend the summer 
foraging in the Alps to maintain the landscape.

HISTORY: The breed became popular due to strong 
limbs, well-formed udder and teats, and engaging 
nature. It spread throughout Switzerland and to 
other European countries and abroad, becoming an 
international dairy breed. During the late 19th century, 
several imports into Britain established Toggenburg as 
the first breed to have its own section of the herdbook 
in 1905. Herdbooks have been established in several 
countries, such as Belgium, Austria, Australia, South 

A Pioneer Dairy A Pioneer Dairy 
Breed of Strength Breed of Strength 

and Characterand Character

BREED PROFILE: 

Toggenburg 
Goat

Toggenburg region (red) in Switzerland (green). Adapted from 
map of Europe by Alexrk2/commons.wikimedia.org CC BY-SA 3.0 
(creativecommons.org).

breed profile : : toggenburg goat
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Africa, and Canada. Toggenburg 
exports have also formed the basis 
of other national breeds, such as 
the British Toggenburg, Dutch 
Toggenburg, and the Thuringian 
Forest goat in Germany.

In the United States, selective 
breeding for dairy started in 
1879, using the descendants of 
animals brought over by settlers. 
Breeders wishing to enter their 
animals into the St. Louis World’s 
Fair (1904) required verifiable 
registrations, leading to imports 
of already established breeds. The 
first improved dairy goats were 
imported from England in 1893 by 
William A. Shafor. He became the 
secretary, and later president, of 
the American Milch Goat Record 
Association (AMGRA, which 
later became the ADGA). This 

first import was of four purebred 
Toggenburgs, whose offspring 
became the first entry registered 
in the AMGRA herdbook in 
1904. Then, 16 Toggenburgs were 
imported from Switzerland in 1904 
(together with 10 Saanens) for four 
buyers. One was the young William 
J. Cohill from Maryland, who 
exhibited his goats at the St. Louis 
event as the only dairy goat entry.

CONSERVATION STATUS:  Swiss 
goats suffered a population decline 
during the 20th century, resulting 
in endangered status. The FAO 
lists Toggenburgs as vulnerable in 
Switzerland, although not at risk 
worldwide. In 2020, 3,120 females 
and 183 males were registered 
in Switzerland, but nationwide 
population estimates are up to 

6,500. The U.S. has at least 2,000 
registered.

BIODIVERSITY: Before the 
establishment of herdbooks in 
Switzerland, neighboring landraces 
would frequently interbreed, 
leading to a wide common gene 
pool between Swiss breeds. 
However, genetic analysis has 
revealed a clearly defined gene 
pool for Toggenburg and a low rate 
of inbreeding within Switzerland. 
Exported populations are more 
prone to inbreeding: the U.S. 
average inbreeding coefficient 
was 12% by 2013, which is the 
equivalent of first cousins.

DESCRIPTION: Toggenburgs are 
smaller than most dairy breeds, 
sturdily built with strong legs and 
an elongated body. The forehead 
is wide, muzzle broad, and facial 
profile straight or slightly dished. 
Polled individuals are common; 
otherwise horns curve upwards 
and backwards. Both sexes have 
beards, wattles are common, and 
ears are erect. The udder has 
excellent conformation, being 
well-attached and compact, with 
correct teats. The coat is smooth, 
short to medium in length, with a 
longer, paler fringe along the back 
and hindquarters. Short-haired 
types are more common in the 
U.S.

breed profile : : toggenburg goat
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COLORING: Light fawn or mouse gray to dark 
chocolate; white lower limbs, ears, root of wattles, and 
facial stripes from the base of horns to the muzzle; 
white triangle either side of the tail.

HEIGHT TO WITHERS: Bucks 28–33 in.; does 26–30 in.

SOURCES
Porter, V., Alderson, L., Hall, S.J. and 
Sponenberg, D.P., 2016. Mason's World 
Encyclopedia of Livestock Breeds and Breeding. 
CABI. | Glowatzki-Mullis, M.L., Muntwyler, 
J., Bäumle, E. and Gaillard, C., 2008. Genetic 
diversity measures of Swiss goat breeds as 
decision-making support for conservation policy. 
Small Ruminant Research, 74(1-3), 202-211. | 
USDA | ADGA | British Goat Society | Swiss 
Goat Breeding Association (SZZV) | Weiss, U. 
2004. Schweizer Ziegen. Birken Halde Verlag, via 
German Wikipedia.

TAMSIN COOPER keeps goats and chickens on 
her smallholding in France, where she aspires to 
live as sustainably as possible. She follows the 
latest research on farm animal behavior and has 
mentored on animal welfare courses.

1896 publication of Toggenburg buck in Goat Breeds of Switzerland 
by N. Julmy.

1896 publication of Toggenburg doe in Goat Breeds of Switzerland by 
N. Julmy.

WEIGHT: Does from 120 lb.; bucks 150 lb.

POPULAR USE: Commercial and homestead dairy and 
pets. 

PRODUCTIVITY: In Switzerland, yearly averages are 
1,713 lb. over 268 days with 3.5% fat and 2.5% protein. 
ADGA averages for 2019 are 2,237 lb. with 3.1% fat and 
2.9% protein. Annual yield can range between 1,090 
lb. and 3,840 lb. The low fat percentage does not give 
high yields of cheese. However, some producers claim 
strong and distinctive flavors, which can help improve 
cheese character. The flavor is variable and greatly 
influenced by diet.

TEMPERAMENT: Their bold, lively, and curious nature 
makes them good pets and homestead milkers. They 
have little fear of other animals and prefer living in 
small groups.

ADAPTABILITY: They are widely adaptable but prefer 
cooler conditions. Milk yield and flavor are better if 
they can range extensively on a variety of forage.  
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breeders directory

Advertise your favorite breed where it will be seen by thousands of  
goat enthusiasts looking for what you have to sell! ONLY $40/yr. for  

listing your breeds, farm name, your name, address, phone, e-mail, & website.

Call: 715-965-1234 or email: kweiler@countrysidemag.com

ALPINE

ANGORA

CASHMERE

COMPOSITE SAVANNA

NUBIAN

ADGA Plus Performance Herd
Located in Western Pennsylvania

Mini Land Ranch 
Nigerians

www.minilandranch.net

iowa 
D & E DAIRY GOATS, 2977 Linn Buchan-
an Rd., Coggon, IA 52218. 319-350-5819.  
<rranch@iowatelecom.net> Facebook: d&edairygoat. 
Doelings–selling 200 head annually. Breeder bucks 
available. Alpine, Saanen.

MA'S ACRES, Judith Nayeri, 9398 NE 100th Ave. 
Bondurant, IA 50035. 515-250-4836. <jlnayeri@gmail.
com> Alpine. Quality show and production doelings, 
yearlings, bucklings.

Pennsylvania  
FOREST VIEW GOATS, Samuel & Lydia Fisher, 92 
McIlvaine Rd, Paradise, PA 17562. 717-875-9016. 
Alpine & Nigerian Dwarfs.

Wyoming  
SUNFLOWER FARMS OF WY, Judy Daniel, 4 Doll 
House St., Rozet, WY 82727. 406-670-5026. Face-
book: Sunflower Farms Dairy Goats of Wyoming, 
<judy.dnl@gmail.com> Registered American Alpine.

ALPENTHAL'S DAIRY GOATS, Tanja Mil l-
er, 430 Beaver Creek Rd., Sundance, WY 
82729. 307-283-2364. <tmiller@rangeweb.net> 
<www.alphenthalsdairygoats.net> Registered  
American Alpine.

Virginia  
EACE HILL FARM, Susan Wise Bauer, 18101 The 
Glebe Ln., Charles City, VA 23030. 804-337-3468. 
<www.historicpeacehill.com> Leicester Longwool 
and registered Angora goats.

Vermont  
CASHMERE FARMS, Lynda Franklin, 2 The Old 
Road, East Haven, VT 05837. 802-274-8189. <www.
facebook.com/starbrightfarm> <starbrightfarmllc@
gmail.com> Cashmere. Fiber, Breed, Stock, Wethers.

Florida  
LONG GREY LINE FARM, LLC., Martha Aitken, 
282 SW Mayflower Glen, Fort White, FL 32038.    
386-758-2361. martha@longgreylinefarm.com   
www.longgreylinefarm.com. Composite Savanna 
Meat Goats, Sawyer Spanish Meat Goats, Welsh 
Sheepdogs.

California  
Piru Creek Ranch, Mike Naumes and Kathy Cook. 
Guernsey and Nubian goats, pirucreekranch@hot-
mail.com. Goatzz.com. ph 805-340-9698.

GUERNSEY

KIKO

LAMANCHA

NIGERIAN DWARF

Pennsylvania  
GIBSON FARM, Joe & Stephanie Gibson, Blairsville, 
PA 15717, 724-422-0304, <www.gibsongoatfarm.
com> <gibsonfarm.steph@gmail.com> Nigerian 
Dwarf & Alpine Dairy Goats.

MINI LAND RANCH NIGERIANS, Fenelton, PA. www.
minilandranch.net. ADGA Plus Herd. Nigerian Dwarf.

STOLTFUS GOATS, Stephen &  Anna Stoltfus, 1407 
Beaver Dam Rd., Honeybrook, PA 19344. 484-798-
7326. Nigerian Dwarf Dairy Goats.

Arizona  
ROCKIN TRIPLE L FARM, Jeffrey & Megan Rock, 
25256 N. 11th Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85085. 602-820-
5711. Purebred & American Nubians.

Arkansas  
OWL RIDGE FARM, Jan Ham, 255 Owl Ridge Farm 
Rd., Greenbrier, AR 72058. 870-974-1466. <owl-
ridgefarm@windstream.net> <www.owl-ridge-farm.
com> Nubians. 

Colorado  
JP ACRES, Johnnie Seale, 1941 County Road 207, 
Durango, CO 81301. 970-247-9180. Nubians.

Mississippi  
Meucci Ranch.  Ruth Meucci, 3709 Hwy 302, Byhalia, 
MS  38611.  ph 662-838-5002.  Polled Kastdenur's 
Champion Breeding.

GUERNSEY GOAT 
BREEDER OF AMERICA

Find us at: Guernseygoats.org  
and on Facebook

Wyoming  
HEAVEN’S 7 ACRES, 100% NZ Kiko, Jill John-
son, PO BOX 1658, AFTON, WY 83110. 307-
221-0842.  <Heavens7Acres@gmai l .com>  
<www.Heavens7Acres.com> Kiko.

Texas  
CHULITA HILL FARM, Merci Nicklas, 555 CR 511, 
Nacogdoches, TX 75961.  Ph 936-645-5860, mmmer-
cime@gmail.com, www.chulitahillfarm.com

LATTE DA DAIRY, Anne & Johnny Jones, PO Box 
270355, Flower Mound, TX 75027. 817-490-5004. 
<lattedadairy@gmail.com> <www.lattedadairy.com> 
LaManchas. Also Nubians. 

Michigan 
MITTEN ACRES NIGERIAN DWARFS, Mil-
ford, MI 48381, 810-373-9005  9am - 6pm EST  
<www.mittenacres.com>  ADGA Registered, Tested 
Herd, Milk & Show.

New Mexico  
SECOND BLOOM FARM, Deb Wood, 248 Rio Bravo, 
White Rock, NM 87547. 505-672-1485.<seldom@
concentric.net> <www.secondbloomfarmnm.com> 
Nigerian Dwarf. Excellent milk quality for the small 
homestead.
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WELSH SHEEPDOG

OBERHASLI

PYGMY GOATS

~ Excellence Remembered Trust Inspired 
Since 1982. EXPORT SPECIALIST
~ Whether you need a forever hand-raised 
bottle baby or a whole herd.
~ Verified 5-Star Breeder  BBB Member

951-736-1076
debbie@amberwaves.info

amberwavespygmygoats.com

SAANEN

SAVANNA

SAWYER SAVANNA  
MEAT GOAT

TOGGENBURG

associations

THE MINIATURE GOAT REGISTRY(TMGR)  
Supporting breeders and owners of the mini-dairy 
breeds. Shows, conformation clinics, milk production. 
619-417-0989. www.tmgronline.com

OBERHASLI  BREEDERS OF AMERICA,  
Ben Peterson, Secy./Treas., 8580 S Cherry Ave.,  
Fresno, CA 93725. <petesakeoberhasli@gmail.com> 
<www.oberhasli.webs.com>

Oregon  
R R RESOURCES, Yvonne Roberts, PO Box 809, 
Merlin, OR 97532. 541-479-3159. <rycj@yahoo.
com> <www.rrresources.com> Purebred, American 
& recorded grade Nubians. DHIR, LA, Show, bred to 
milk, good butterfat and longevity.

Tennessee  
DAVIS RUN NUBIANS, Davis & Jenny Carr, 1701 
Saundersville Rd., Hendersonville, TN 37075. 615-
943-5709. <zaddie@bellsouth.net> <www.DavisRun-
Nubians.com> Purebred Nubian Dairy Goats. 

Texas  
SCREAMING GOAT FARM, Margo Begy, 408 Rat-
cliffe Ranch Rd., Bandera, TX 78803. 830-423-6532. 
<screaminggoatfarm.com> Nubian.

Wyoming  
LaCapra Dairy Goats, PO BOX 250, Centennial, WY 
82055, ph 307-760-0320, kepe156din@gmail.com.  
Breeding for show and production.

California 

Missouri  
Vaz Savannas, Sharon A. Vazquez, Milan, MO, 
63556, ph 660-292-4572, www.vazsavannas.com, 
vazsavannas@gmail.com, Fullblood DNA Verified 
Savanna Herd.

Ohio  
Pedigree International Since 2000, registering 
Savanna,TexMaster and others. Offering Breed 
development tracking and more. 417-327-2774.  
<http://PedigreeInternational.com>

Texas  
NELMS RANCH, Mike & TJ Nelms, Kingsland, TX. 
325-248-1893. www.nelmsranch.com, nelmsranch@
yahoo.com Fullblood South African Savannas. DNA 
100% seed stock & percentages. Reg. via Pedigree 
Int’l.

THREE OAKS GOATS, Mike & Allison Rosauer, 
13349 FM 92 S, spurger, TX 77660. 601-832-1370. 
www.threeoaksgoats.com, starsminiatures@aol.
com. Facebook: South African Savannas. Pedigree 
International DNA Certified Herd. 

TEXAS SAVANNAS, Larry Rutledge, 8412 FM 580 E,  
Kempner, TX 73539. <www.texassavannas.com> 
<ldeanr@yahoo.com> Savanna.  ph 940-733-6018

Florida 
LONG GREY LINE FARM, LLC, Martha Aitken, 
282 SW Mayflower Glen, Fort White, FL 32038.   
386-758-2361. martha@longgreylinefarm.com   
www.longgreylinefarm.com. Sawyer Spanish Meat 
Goats,SGCS Certified Spanish Herd, Composite 
Savanna Meat Goats, Welsh Sheepdogs.

Iowa  
BIRCH HAVEN, Doris Gronewold, 479 Dry Hol-
low Rd., Waterville, IA 52170. 563-535-7203.  
<birchhavendairygoats/facebook> Toggenburgs. 
CL. L.A. Herd Ave. "90" with High Production over 
3,000# of milk.

Pennsylvania 
WORDEN FARM, Bill & Donna Worden, 1881 Bells 
Run Rd., Shinglehouse, PA 16748. 814-697-6606. 
<dlw@wordenfarm.com> Saanens, LaManchas & 
Grades. CAE Free.

Virginia  
PICCOLO FARM, Barb & Frank Kruesi, 2831 Bear 
Branch Rd., Mouth of Wilson, VA 24363. 276-579-
2331. <piccolofarmva@gmail.com>

Idaho  
BECKSTEAD FARMS, Matt & Melissa Beckstead, 
Weston, ID 83286.  208-339-6428 <becksteadfarms@
yahoo.com> <www.becksteadfarms.com> Savanna.

Indiana  
SAND ROAD SAVANNAS, Christine Baize, 
Owensvi l le,  IN 47665. ph 812-385-2874.  
<http://www.sandroadsavannas.com> Savanna. 

Florida  
LONG GREY LINE FARM, LLC., Martha Aitken, 
282 SW Mayflower Glen, Fort White, FL 32038.    
386-758-2361. martha@longgreylinefarm.com, 
www.longgreylinefarm.com. Welsh Sheepdogs -  
Licensed by Welsh Sheepdog Society, Composite 
Savanna & Sawyer Spanish meat goats.

MINI FARMING
Materials, tools, and  

techniques are detailed  
with photographs,  

tables, diagrams, and  
illustrations.

SELF SUFFICIENCY 
ON 1/4 ACRE

iamcountryside.com/shop
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order form

Goat Journal Advertising Form
Next Deadline: May 10, 2021

Mail to: Goat Journal Breeders/Classifieds, P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451  
Call: 1-715-965-1234 or email: kweiler@countrysidemag.com

backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com

E-mail:  kweiler@countrysidemag.com or call:  1-715-965-1234

Feel free to use a separate sheet of paper

Please type or print legibly  
and indicate the words you would like  

in bold or capital letters.  
• Don’t forget to count your name,  

address, phone number and e-mail if  
it is part of your ad.  

• 10 word minimum. Ads under 10 words  
will be charged $10. 

Number of words _____ x $1.00 =                         $_______

Words in all CAPITALS _____x 25¢ =                  $_______

Words in bold _____x 25¢ =                                  $_______

X No. of issues you want your ad to run: _____ = $_______

Payment enclosed (U.S. funds):                              $_______

Liner Classified Ad:

Your Name:

Address: 

City, State,  Zip:

Classification:

E-mail:

Ad:

Display Breeders/Classified 
(1" & 2" sizes):

SPECIAL OFFER: FREE Color! 
($20 Value Per Issue)

1x - 2x=$30 per inch, per issue
3x - 5x=$28 per inch, per issue
       6x=$25 per inch, per issue

Use pictures, Use pictures, 
logo and color!logo and color!

FREE Ad Design!FREE Ad Design!

Classification:

Your Farm Name:

Your Name:

Address:

City, State, Zip:

Phone Number:

E-mail:

Website:

Breed(s):

Additional Words $1 each per year:

Liner Breeders 
Directory Ad:

Directory listing (6 issues):                           $40.00
Additional words ($1 each):
Total Amount Enclosed (US): 
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classified ads

BEEKEEPING

SAVANNA

www.sweetpdz.com

Order tOday!

IInnffrraarreedd  RRaaddiiaanntt  HHeeaatt  

sweeterheater.com 
771155--665511--99775577  

EGG CARTONS

FREE

MILKING EQUIPMENT

                       

PACK GOAT SUPPLIES POULTRY SUPPLIES

DAIRY FARMERS

HEAT FOR ANIMALS

MILLER BEE SUPPLY YOUR BEEKEEPING  
EXPERTS SINCE 1976!  Check us out for all your 
beekeeping needs. Whether you are just starting 
out or already have bees we are here to assist 
your needs. Call us Toll Free: 1-888-848-5184. 
496 Yellow Banks Road, North Wilkesboro, NC 
28659. Email:info@Millerbeesupply.com Website:  
www.millerbeesupply.com.

Have you lined up your buck for this fall? CAPRIKORN 
FARMS has the Top 8 does genetically in the U.S. 
Their sons are clearly priced on the website, caprikorn-
farms.com. We ship all over the world. Questions: 
301-834-8030

T H E  E G G  C A R T O N  S T O R E 
Modern service and speed, old world quality 
and value. Over 40 years of egg packaging and 
marketing expertise! Egg Cartons | Filler Flats 
| Beautiful Colored Cartons | Poultry Supplies 
Call for GREAT wholesale / pallet quantity pricing! 
866-333-1132. FREE SHIPPING on all cartons and 
filler flats. WWW.EGGCARTONSTORE.COM.

SOON Church/Government Uniting,Supressing 
"Religious Liberty," Enforcing "National Sunday 
Law." Be Informed! Need mailing address only. TBSM, 
Box 374, Ellijay, GA 30540. thebiblesaystruth@yahoo.
com, 1-888-211-1715.

Visit www.PartsDeptOnline.com for great deals on 
new milking equipment for cows and goats. We sup-
ply to all size dairies. Call for a free 180pg catalog. 
1-800-245-8222.

BUTT-HEAD PACK GOATS & EQUIPMENT, Dennis 
Willingham, PO Box 333, Rough & Ready, CA 95975. 
530-432-0946. <bhpackgoats@hotmail.com> <www.
buttheadpackgoats.com> Halters designed just for 
goats, saddles, panniers, goat coat/pack covers.

3D'S SAVANNA'S. www.mygoats74864.comPOULTRY FEED

E-mail: kweiler@ 
countrysidemag.com 

Call: 715-965-1234

ADVERTISE 
   TODAY!

Brew your own kombucha  
at home! With more than 400 recipes, 
including 268 unique flavor combina-
tions, you can get exactly the taste 
you want — for a fraction of the store-
bought price. This complete guide, from 
the proprietors of Kombucha Kamp, 
shows you how to do it from start to 
finish, with illustrated step-by-step in-
structions and troubleshooting tips. Also 
includes information on the many health 
benefits of kombucha, fascinating 
details of the drink’s history, and recipes 
for delicious foods and drinks.

The Big Book of  
KOMBUCHA

By HannaH Crum & alex laGory

iamcountryside.com/shop
970-392-4419
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goat journal bookstore

For a complete listing of all books available visit our website: 
iamcountryside.com/shop; or call 970-392-4419.

How to Raise Goats
By Carol amundson

Whether you want to raise a dairy 
barn full of milkers, one hundred 
meat goats for market, a herd of An-
goras for mohair fiber, or a few Pyg-
mies as pets, this book is for you. Ex-
pert, hands-on advice makes it easy 
to get started raising a healthy herd. 
Longtime goat farmer Carol Amund-
son describes the breeds popular in 
the United States and Canada and 

explains all the helpful do’s and don’ts. 199 pages.

$19.99
Now $13.99 — Save 30%

Cheesemaking Made Easy DVD
By Kate Johnson

Making cheese at home does not 
have to be complicated or difficult. 
Let Kate Johnson, award-winning 
cheesemaker and “cheese coach,” 
show you how to use basic ingre-
dients to make a wide variety of 
cheese in your own kitchen. There 
are 3 videos to help you achieve 
immediate success as well as build 
the skills that will allow you to fur-

ther refine the craft of artisan cheesemaking. Each course 
will explain the ingredients, tools, and science involved so 
you’re not just following a recipe, but truly understanding the 
methods and reasons behind them. $29.99

SAVE
30%

Goats Giving Birth
By deBorah niemann

Seasoned goat farmer Deborah 
Niemann, author of Raising Goats 
Naturally, answers these questions 
and more by distilling the stories 
and experiences from over 600 
goat pregnancies and births. For 
both new and experienced goat 
owners, Goats Giving Birth illu-
minates the joy, the sadness, and 
everything in between when birth-
ing pregnant goats, giving you the 

confidence to handle a large spectrum of goat pregnancies 
and help birth happy thriving kids. 128 pages. $19.99

The Backyard Goat
By sue Weaver

This straightforward guide teaches 
you how to choose, house, feed, 
train, and breed the best goats for 
your space and needs. Whether 
you want to churn out fresh dairy 
products, harvest soft cashmere for 
knitting, or keep goats as playful 
pets, The Backyard Goat makes it 
easy to enjoy the benefits of own-

ing goats, with no experience necessary. 215 pages.

$16.95
Now $14.99 — Save 10%

SAVE
10%

Storey’s Guide to  
Raising Meat Goats

By maggie sayer

In this essential handbook, author Mag-
gie Sayer covers every aspect of ac-
quiring, caring for, managing and mar-
keting meat goats. It includes topics 
such as planning for profitability, breed 
selection, where to buy, understanding 
goat behavior, good nutrition, disease 
prevention, basic health care, proper 

shelter and much more. 336 pages.
$19.95

Now $14.99 — Save 25%

SAVE
25%

Storey’s Guide to 
Raising Dairy Goats

5th Edition
By Jerry Belanger &  

sara thomson Bredesen

Packed with detailed information 
on housing, feeding, and fencing 
dairy goats. In-depth sections 
explain every aspect of milking, 
including necessary equipment, 
proper hand-milking techniques, 
and handling and storing the 
milk. 296 pages.

$24.95
Now $18.75 — Save 25%

SAVE
25%

NEW!
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Mail to: 
Goat Journal Bookstore, P.O. Box 1690, Greeley, CO 80632

Visa           MC                   Discover                AmEx

No.:

Expiration:   CVV:________________

Phone:

Name:

Address:

City:

State:     Zip:

Book Order Form
Title                                Quantity                Price Book Total      $  

Shipping        $

Subtotal         $
CO Residents add
2.9% sales tax      $

Total U.S. Funds $

$4 first item, $1 each add'l item, Call for Priority & Foreign Rates

Want Free Shipping? 
Upgrade your subscription to ALL-ACCESS MEMBERSHIP and your books ship  

free in the U.S. every day. Visit backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com/all-membership  
to learn about all the perks of membership or call 970-392-4419.

How to Build Animal Housing
Carol Ekarius wisely emphasizes 
the importance of careful planning, 
choosing an appropriate housing 
site, and complying with local zon-
ing regulations; pest control, basic 
housing maintenance, and insurance 
costs are also discussed. Real-world 
advice on the types of housing and 
facilities animals like best enliven the 
text throughout. 260 pages.

Homemade Yogurt & Kefir
By gianaClis CaldWell

Step-by-step instructions cover the 
basics of making dairy ferments, 
from necessary equipment to the 
myriad options for thickening, 
sweetening, and flavoring. Tech-
niques for making simple cheeses, 
butter, whipped cream, and other 
dairy products using yogurt and 
milk ferments. 224 pages. $19.95

NEW!

50 DIY Projects for 
Keeping Goats

By Janet garman

Get ready to jump into the world 
of goats, one DIY project at a time. 
Owning and raising goats doesn’t 
have to be an expensive venture. 
With imagination, simple tools, 
and salvaged or bargain mate-
rials, you can make everything 
your goats need for their health, 
safety, and entertainment. Packed 

with useful information for goat owners, you’ll learn about 
breeds, housing, nutrition, and more. 208 pages. $19.99

NEW!

By riCKi Carroll

85 recipes for cheeses and other 
dairy products that require basic 
cheese making techniques and the 
freshest of ingredients, offering the 
satisfaction of turning out a coveted 
delicacy. Among the step-by-step 
tested recipes for cheese varieties are 
farmhouse cheddar, gouda, fromage 
blanc, queso blanco, marscarpone, ri-
cotta, and 30-minute mozzarella. Rec-

ipes for dairy products include crème fraîche, sour cream, yogurt, 
kefir, buttermilk, and clotted cream. 278 pages. $16.95

Home Cheese Making

$24.95
Now $17.49 — Save 30%

SAVE30%
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Across

2. Bacterium responsible for Q fever:

3. Cyanogenetic plants carry prussic and _____ acid.

9. Another name for the Damascus goat:

10. You need about 10 goats to obtain the milk production of one ___.

13. When the doe nurses the kids:

14. Legume forage that is high in tannins:

15. A plant chemical that is similar to hormones:

16. Popular drink in Kuwait, similar to kefir:

17. Ruby Slipper Rescue is based in _____.

18. Culture that causes blue cheese mold: _____ roqueforti.

Down

1. Enlargement of male breast tissue:

4. Document that is like a birth certificate for goats: certificate of _____.

5. Parasite that can survive the cheese-making process:

6. Genetic trait that we can see:

7. Toggenburg goats originated in the valley of the _____ mountains.

8. Similar to Cambozola but made with goat milk:

11. The most common storage wrap for blue cheese:

12. Many Boer goats express the trait of _____ teats.

Name: ___________________________________________ Date: ___________________

Goat Journal Reader Contest May/June 2021
1

2

3

4 5

6 7 8

9 10 11

12

13

14

15 16

17

18

just for fun : : coloring & puzzle

W I N N E R !

Name: __________________________________________

G O A T  J O U R N A L  R E A D E R  C O N T E S T  M A Y / J U N E  2 0 2 1
If you get stuck, 

just remember all 

the answers can 

be found in articles 

throughout this 

issue. Have fun!

Print, fill out, and send to:
Goat Journal Reader Contest

P.O. Box 566,  
Medford, WI 54451

Print, fill out, then take a 
picture and email to:

goatjournal@gmail.com 
 

Message your answers to:
goatjournal@gmail.com

 
Available for Purchase at:
iamcountryside.com/shop

The winner of the January/February Reader Contest 
is Mary McCollum. Enjoy your mug, Mary!

ACROSS
2. Bacterium 
responsible for Q 
fever:

3. Cyanogenetic 
plants carry prussic 
and _____ acid.

9. Another name for 
the Damascus goat:

10. You need about 
10 goats to obtain the 
milk production of 
one ___.

13. When the doe 
nurses the kids:

14. Legume forage 
that is high in tannins:

15. A plant chemical 
that is similar to 
hormones:

16. Popular drink in 
Kuwait, similar to 
kefir:

17. Ruby Slipper 
Rescue is based in 
_____.

18. Culture that 
causes blue cheese 
mold: _____ 
roqueforti.

DOWN
1. Enlargement of 
male breast tissue:

4. Document 
that is like a birth 
certificate for goats: 
certificate of _____.

5. Parasite that can 
survive the cheese-
making process:

6. Genetic trait that 
we can see:

7. Toggenburg 
goats originated 
in the valley of the 
_____ mountains.

8. Similar to 
Cambozola but 
made with goat milk:

11. The most 
common storage 
wrap for blue 
cheese:

12. Many Boer goats 
express the trait of 
_____ teats.

Each issue, we will offer a chance to win official  
Goat Journal swag! Enter to win a mug by completing this puzzle, 

using answers found in this issue. The winner will be chosen 
randomly from all correct submissions returned by June 1, 2021.
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Show us your artistic side! Send photos of your finished coloring pages to goatjournal@gmail.com 
and we will display them in our next issue. (Be sure to tell us if your goats did the coloring!)

A. By Zoey Prescott  B. Hi, I call it “The Goat of Many Colors.” He is probably inspired by my goat Fuzzy Pants. — Yvette Adams 
C. He colored himself! He’s happy today! — Judi Davis  D. By Jenna L.

C.A. D.

C O L O R I N G  P A G E

B.
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just for fun : : kids corner

S T A Y  T U N E D !
Summer’s Coming! Check out our July/August 2021 

issue of Goat Journal for great stories on:

• Performance testing for meat goats, dairy, fiber, and pack goats! 
• How much space do goats really need?
• The Healthful Herd: Copper Supplementation
• Making money with meat goats.
• Worldwide Goat Project Nepal
• Photo essay: Emma Weeks, youth entrepreneur.
• Breed Profile: Myotonic Goats
• PLUS Back from the Vet, Secret Life of Goats, and MORE!

goat journal : : coming attractions

THE BIG SURPRISE
Once there was a little white Pygmy goat named Snowball Sue. She was the only goat 
on a small Midwest farm. Snowball Sue was spoiled because she was cute and cuddly 
and had no competition with other goats. One day her family took her to a neighbor’s 
goat farm to play with other goats and enjoy new friends. She had fun and hoped to 
return another day. The next day, her family had brought three new goats to live on the 
farm. These goats were not small like her, and she became scared. But the big goats 
thought she was a baby goat and treated her like a little baby. She tried to tell them that 
Pygmy goats stay small their entire life, but the big goats didn’t believe her until one 
day they saw a tiny, goat standing beside Snowball Sue. It was Snowball Sue’s baby. 
What a surprise for everyone. The farm owners and the large goats were excited about 
the new baby Pygmy in the pasture. From that day on, the three big goats treated 
Snowball Sue like the fully grown goat she was.

KIDS CORNER By Anita B. Stone

ANITA B. STONE is a retired school 
teacher who currently educates 
children and adults about nature, the 
environment, and sustainability via 
traditional and modern methods. She has 
initiated and implemented a program 
for public and private school teachers. 
An avid freelancer and educator, Anita 
says, “Nature, the environment, people, 
and animals are like the four seasons — 
always there, always challenging, always 
one step ahead and offering everyone a 
bounty of learning skills.”

DID YOU KNOW?
Pygmy goats are 
affectionate, athletic, 
and playful. They 
make wonderful pets 
and adapt to different 
climates. The thickness 
of their coats depends 
on the weather and 
climate. They are known 
for their highly nutritious 
milk production. Pygmy 
goats give birth any time 
of the year. The males 
grow thick beards, and 
the female goats have 
sparse beards. 

HISTORY 
Pygmy goats are 
descended from the 
goats once kept in 
the Cameron Valley 
in Africa. They were 
transported to Europe, 
named “Pygmy,” and 
bred for specific traits. 
These small goats 
were domesticated for 
meat, milk, and pets. 
Pygmy ancestors still 
exist in Nigeria and 
Cameron, now known 
as West African Dwarf 
goats

FUN WITH GOATS
Correct Spelling (Circle the correct spelling):
Barde        Reabd         Beard          Drabe

Pgmyy       Pymyg      Pgymy         Pygmy

Gtoa          Toag         Tgao            Goat

Which is Bigger:
Chicken or Goat              Hen or Rooster           
Fainting Goat or Pygmy Goat

True or False:  
Female Pygmy goats have long beards………...T.     F.  
Pygmy goats originally came from California…..T.      F.  
Pygmy goats are the biggest breed of goats  ….T.      F. 
Pygmy goats don’t give any milk, only meat……T.      F.   

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR ONLINE AT:
kalmbachfeeds.com/where-buy • amazon.com • chewy.com

Supports Your 
Goats’ 

Gut Health & 
Immunity
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New! BioWorma® &
Livamol® with BioWorma®

Control the spread of parasitic larvae in the pasture

 BioWorma® is an additive that is 
mixed into the feed ration.

 Livamol® with BioWorma® is a 
feed supplement premixed with 
BioWorma and top dressed over 
the animals’ feed.





Producers that set-stock or regraze a pasture within 30 
days of previous grazing have a heightened risk of having 
detrimental parasitic loads among their flocks. 

Conventional methods of control often involve 
deworming or a change in management practices 
(rotationally grazing with longer rest periods). Fortunately, 
there is now another tool in our tool box: BioWorma®. It’s 
a naturally occurring fungus (Duddingtonia flagrans) that 
consumes infective worm larvae. 

When fed to grazing animals, the spores pass through 
the digestive system, having no effect within the host 
animal, and out into the manure. When the larvae become 
active within the manure, the fungus forms a web that 
captures, paralyzes and consumes infective larvae.

Premier1Supplies.com  •  800-282-6631

Contact us for FREE catalogs! 
FREE shipping on qualified orders.


